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Former UOP
employee
charged
with fraud
/ gugh Wright
The Stockton Record
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SAE party shut do\Mn early
Volleyball stars retire jerseys
~

AformerUniversityofthePacific
employee and the president of a
Modesto paper company were arraigned Tuesday on charges they
conspired to defraud the University
of more than $80,000 with padded
invoices.
Robert Borsdorf Jr., 48, the University's former assistant custodial
manager, and Francis J. Miller, 54,
president of Randik Paper Co., are
charged with grand theft and conspiracy to commit fraud.
Bordorf is also charged with
embezzlement and receiving stolen
property for allegedly taking equipment and supplies from the University to use in his own business, Custom Custodial Service.
Neither entered a plea and Stockton Municipal Court Judge Richard
M. Mallet ordered them to return Jan.
23 for further arraignment and scheduling of a preliminary hearing of the
evidence.
Mallet permitted both to remain
free on their promise to keep court
dates.
A total of$80,000 was embezzled
with altered or fabricated invoices for
toilet paper supplied to the University
by Randik between Nov. 6, 1985, and
Jan. 25, 1989, according to an affidavit filed in court by district attorney
investigator Wayne Peterson.
Peterson said in his affidavit that
equipment found in Custom Custodial Service's storage area included
two vacuum cleaners, a high-window
Gil Castillo - the Pacilican
washer, a floor scrubber and a floor
Elaina Oden, Patty Berg and Jane Gibson McHugh retire theirjerseys before last Satuday's
buffer, all believed to be stolen from
game. See volleyball story, page 11.
UOP.
The charges were flied after a
seven-month joint investigation by
the University's Department of Public Safety and the District Attorney's
Office.
The alleged conspiracy was uncovered in February when a former
Oct 15, 1982: "Last Friday's Jefferson Starship conJohn Carmichael
employee, who had been fired for Senior Staff Writer
cert held in the Spanos Center forced ASUOP Social into
allegedly stealing firewood, told
a loss of $16,000. Combined with the $1,500 loss from the
Editor's note: The following is a compilation of ex- Quarterflash show, the Associated Students is now runUniversity President Bill Atchley he
suspected Borsdorf he been altering cerpts from the past ten years of The Pacijican. These ning at a deficit of $17,500. 'We didn't sell enough
invoices, according to another affida- excerpts aim to provide a diverse historical overview of tickets,' states Joe Hartley, ASUOP president."
Oct 21, 1983: (from Pacific Talks) "Given the new
the decade.
vit.
Sept. 19, 1980: " ...University President Stanley -E. statistics on crime at UOP, do you feel safe on campus?
McCaffrey outlined the University's future as one full of 'No, I don'treallyfeel safe. Right after I got to UOP,aguy
'exciting challenges.' These challenges stem largely from jumped out of the bushes at me and my friend. A bunch of
lowered enrollment funding despite rising University costs. guys from behind us ran after him with their !across sticks.
The president noted that enrollment dropped by approxi- The security wasn't around. The only evidence I have that
there is UOP security are my six parking tickets."'
mately one hundred students since last fall."
Sept. 16, 1983: "The trial of ex-Pacifican editor, Gregg
Oct 17, 1980: "The decaying quonset buildings housing the art department will be tom down and replaced by Goldman, started yesterday... Goldman is charged with
a modem $1 million dollar facility as a result of the 'For one count of grand theft and five counts of forgery. The
a Greater Pacific Campaign."' (A campaign designed in case revolves around the accusation that Goldman set up
UOP launched a local campaign the late seventies which attempted to raise millions of his own company, Data Diversion, and diverted money
Wednesday, Nov. 29 to raise $1 mil- dollars in capital improvement and reserve funds for the from Pacifican accounts to that company."
Sept. 20, 1984: "Presidential candidate Walter Monlion in additional scholarship funds University.)
dalecompleted
his San Joaquin Valley campaign Wednes8,
1980:
(sports
page
editorial)
"The
fact
that
the
Feb.
from the San Joaquin/Stanislaus
day
morning
after
speaking to more than 500 students at
Olympics
may
be
boycotted
as
a
response
to
Russian
County areas at a kick-off dinner held
College."
(Editorial
run in the same issue stated the
Delta
is
disheartening
....
aggression
in
Mghanistan
is
not
what
on campus.
following:)
"Yes,
Walter,
you bypassed Pacific, but you
It
is
disappointing
that
the
competition
of
athletes,
the
Nearly 100 volunteers, drawn from
also
bypassed
the
realities
that this University represents.
of
nations,
had
to
contract
a
political
handicap."
pride
· the faculty and the community, will
In
the
end,
we
didn't
need
to hear you speak. Your
May
1,
1981:
"For
7
.S
million
--the
cost
ofbuilding
the
be making personal calls on more
campaign
did
the
talking."
6,000
seat
Alex
G.
Spanos
Center
-UOP
has
purchased
than 500 individuals in the commuSept. 12, 1985: "Parking anxiety has afflicted many at
nity. Other volunteers, including stu- the biggest basketball arena within 100 miles."
UOP
... Returning students were relieved to discover the$5
Sept. 25, 1981: "Despite a bleak showing at Tuesday
dents, will be manning telephones
parking
fee is still in effect this year.. .Next years permits
during the coming two weeks to reach night's 'Save Our Winter Term' meeting, ASUOP and
will cost in the neighborhood of $45... The fee increase is
ASUOP
President
Joe
Hartley
have
not
been
discouraged
nearly 2,500 alumni in the area. An
needed to pay for the expansion and improvements of
additional 5,000 alumni, parents and in their gallant attempts to save the 'one' in the 4-1-4
campus lots... "
calendar.
"We
are
ftrst
going
to
oppose
calendar
unificaUniversity friends will be receiving a
Feb. 16, 1985: "Recently, students have voiced contion," the president stated. "If unification is to occur, the
mail appeal during the same period.
cern
that the bookstore is charging unnecessarily high
Funds raised in the campaign, Winter Term is to be included."
prices on new and used textbooks."
Feb.
12,
1982:
"Slashes
in
financial
aid
that
were
Which is to continue through Dec. 15,
Sept 18, 1986: "The William Knox Holt Library
Will go toward general academic unveiled Monday as part of Reagan's $757.6 billion opens with high praise. 'It was a monumental job, and a
budget
will
cost
UOP
approximat~ly $3. mill~on next Y~·
SCholarships to be awarded this spring
tremendously busy summer,' says Sylvia Benderlam,
for students enrolling in the Univer- according to UOP Director of Fmanctal Aid Paul Phil- instruction coordinator at the library. 'Everyone helped in
lips."
sity next fall.
Sept. 24, 1982: "Archania's Open Party, the flrst under some way."'
Approximately 65 percent of the
April24, 1986: "For the first time in almost 16 years,
the new alcohol policy, served as a trial and error test. 'All
students enrolled at UOPreceivesome
we can do is see if the policy will work and try to change UOPhas been the site oforganized protest... Approximately
form offinancial aid. Only 28 percent
those parts which won't work," said Dean B~. In coop- 50 students, most clad in black or white, fell down' dead'
of these, however, have their full fiwhen it was announced that noon had arrived. Immedinancial need met through scholar- eration Student Life, security, and the fraterntues hope to ately after, stretcher carrying volunteers, after first drawiron o~t the trouble spots in the alcohol policy for the
ships, loans, federal and state grants,
(See DECADE, page 2.)
benefit of the students."
8nd work-study funds.

Ten years of UOP history

$1 million
scholarship
fund drive

Seven hospitalized for
al~ohol ingestion
By Sara Schroeder
News Editor
Seven guests of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon's pre-rush party, all under the
legal drinking age, were hospitalized
at Dameron andSt Joseph's hospitals
with acute ingestion of alcohol after
attending the party Friday evening,
accordingtoNormAskew,directorof
Public Safety.
UOPPublic Safety Sergeant Charles Goodman was at St. Joseph's
Hospital emergency room Friday
evening. He said that Dr. Thomas
Werner, a Cowell Health Center doctor who was on duty at the hospital
that night, indicated that the blood
alcohol level of the students was
"generally over .3."
Judy Chambers, vice president for
student life, said that the matter was
under investigation by the Office of
Student Life. Each of the students
involved in the incident will be interviewed by a member of the Student
Life staff.
Dean of Students Bill Barr said
that a temporary restriction is in place
and that SAE will not be allowed to
have parties with guests, including
little sisters, until the investigation
has been completed.Ahearing will be
held in January with an administrative panel.
SAE President David Friedler acknowledged that the seven hospitalized students had attended the SAE
party. He said he was "very sorry
about the incident" and feels the house
"has acted responsibly in dealing with
the problem." Six members of the
house, including Friedler, wrote a lettertotheOfficeofStudentLifeapologizing and accepting responsibility
for the party. Friedler said that the
party was closed down voluntarily by
SAE before 11 p.m. because they "felt
the party was out of control." The

total attendance was unknown.
SAE brother Jeff Stewart said,
"We've had a good semester. We had
some problems Friday night In light
of that, things will certainly be done
differently in the future."
Askew was concerned over the
condition of the hospitalized students.
"At least two were throwing up blood.
One was combative and had to have
restraints used to control him," he
said.
Sue Abbott, coordinator for alcohol and drug programs at UOP, said
that a .3 blood alcohol level will make
a person "definitely not functional,
and close to unresponsive." At .25, a
person can experience blackouts as a
result of the shut-down of the circulatory and respiratory systems. The
threshold of coma is at .4 and a deep
coma at .5. Anything over .6 blood
alcohol level usually means death.
Beginning in January 1990, the legal
definition of intoxication for drivers
in California will be .08.
One of the patients was "barely
responsive but not quite comatose,"
according to Joan Peters, a Cowell
Health Center RN who was on duty
Friday night She also said, "Some (of
th
ven) w re no UOP students.
They were little brothers or younger
friends." Peters also thought one of
the patients was younger than 17.
"In my 11 years here, we've never
sent seven people to the hospital as a
result of a party," said Askew.
Askew said he wanted to test the
contents of the beverages served, but
there was none on the premises by the
time Public Safety arrived. Friedler
had no comment regarding the content or quantity of alcohol.
A guest of the party who wished to
remain anonymous said, "Most of the
people who left there were in pretty
bad shape. It was standing room on1y
at the toilets in Grace."

Renovations begin
Sara Schroeder
News Editor
Proposed plans for the remodeling of the McCaffrey Center have
been finalized. The project, scheduled to open by fall 1990, sports a
food cOurt, a non-alcoholic bar and a
stage for evening student entertainment
The renovation will be completed
in two stages. The first phase, to start
Dec. 11, includes the remodeling of
the Redwood Room, the construction
of a small private dining room available for reservation by students and
campus organizations, and the addition of restrooms to the second level
of the McCaffrey Center. It is scheduled to be completed when students
returtl in January.
The majo,rreconstruction will take

place in phase two. In ASUOP's former location will be a dining area with
a nightclub feel which will double as
a dance floor, and a stage for evening
entertainment A non-alcoholic bar
will be across the hall.
In what is presently the Summit,
ARA is planning a cafe-style eating
area with a food court service. ARA
will continue its pizza service and
Gretel's Bake Shop. In addition there
will be a grill, an espresso machine,
and a hot food buffet line offering
specialties such as pasta and baked
potato bars and premium desserts.
ARA's Todd 0 'Berg said that ARA is
eager to provide students with the
food services that they want, such as
the espresso machine. ARA plans to
offer extended weekend hours in the
cafe.

(See McCAFFREY, page 2.)
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IN THE NEWS
Stockton area emergency food shelters experiencing low do.nations.•• A campus-wide food drive is being held to benefit these organuations. Donations of non-perishable items can be made at the drop box on
the second floor of the McCaffrey Center next to the ASUOP office.
Students are encouraged to bring donations to the Nooner on Thursday,
Dec. 7 from 12 noon to 1 p.m. at which UPBEAT Social will be sponsoring
the performance of Damn Hoover.
Winter Stress Fest offers food and fun ...UPBEAT and UOP dining
services are sponsoring a Winter Stress Fest. which will take pla~ on
Sunday, Dec. 10 from 9-lOp.m. in the Summit dining area. There wlll be
a limited amount of free pizza, yogurt and drinks. All faculty, staff and
students are welcome.
UOP University Libraries hold Annual Christmas Tea...The tea is
scheduled for Friday, Dec. 8 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Taylor Room on the
fourth floor of the William Knox Holt Library. University students, faculty
and staff are invited.
Santa visits UOP...The Second Annual Children's Christmas Party will
be held on Sunday, Dec. 10 from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Bechtel International
Center. The party is limited to UOPemployees' children only, ages one to
eight-years-old. Because space is limited, pre-registration is required.
Please call Anita Bautista, Supportive Services Program, ext. 2439; or
Barbara St Urbain, International Services, ext. 2246, by the pre-registration deadline, Dec. 7.
The Community InvolvementProgram StudentAssociation (CIPSA)
and the Supportive Services Program spomor Christmasparty...CIPSA
will put on a Christmas program and party on Friday, Dec. 8 fro~ 1~ to 1
p.m. in the Raymond Great Hall. Christmas carols, poems and skits wtll be
presented by students. Christmas dinner will follow the program. The
campus community is invited to attend. The event is co-sponsored by
ASUOP.
Historical landmarks of Stockton calendar now on sale...The Public
Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) will be selling the calendars for $5 each at the basketball games on Thursday, Dec. 7 and Sunday,
Dec. 16. All proceeds will benefit the Multiple Sclerosis Society. The
calendars may be charged to student accounts. For more information
contact Dr. Carol Ann Hall, who is chairman of the board for the society as
well as the PRSSA advisor, at 946-3046.
Professor of Pharmacy Practice passes away...The Universityhas
suffered a great loss with the passing away of Dr. CarlL. Vitale. A memorial
service will be held on Wednesday, Jan 10 at 4 p.m. in Morris Chapel.
Information regarding memorials can be obtained from Net Horvath, ext
2562, School of Pharmacy.

Constituent school
funding bill tabled
By Sara Schroeder
News Editor

The Senate closed its fmal session
of the semester with the presentation
and discussion of a bill that would
altet constituent school funding. Aftermuch discussion, the billwas tabled
until next semester.
Five senators proposed Senate Bill
8990-8, Constituent School Surplus
FundsAcL If passed, it would provide
constituent schools with the ability to
keep surplus funds at the end of the
fiscal year, which is the academic
school year.
Under the bill, constituent schools
would be permitted to carry over up to
25 percent of unused funds from their
previous year's allocation.
The bill stated that the current
system promotes wasteful expenditures toward the end of the school
year. The reasoning is that if schools

ASUOPPresidentChinh Vuspent
three weeks in October on a speaking
tour, gathering items of concern to
UOP students on a variety of topics.
The topic garnering the most response,
however, was ARA.
Ina memo issued toASUOPsenators on November 2, President Vu
listed 16 items of complaint against
ARA and three complimentary items
toward ARA. The complaints ranged
from the healthfulness of the food
(too fatty, too many starches) to the
quality and cleanliness of the food
and silverware. Food not being warm
enough and keeping dining halls open

that there is not a great enough variety
of salad dressings, ARA states that
they are presently using six daily, and
that suggestions are always welcomed.
President Vu also listed a number
ofconcerns regarding residence halls.
These concerns address various needs
and wants, including copy machines,
ice machines, cable TV, and renovations of study and TV lounges.
The fmal area of student concern
regards the standardization of class
hours. Under the proposed change
there would be 16time blocks within
which all classes must be scheduled.
The 50-minute class format would be
abandoned for longer classes.
According to the speaking tour
memo, many students oppose longer

Committee tackles student issues
By Ellen Hause
Staff Writer

TheStudentlssuesCommitteeacts
as the "feelers" for the Senate. They
examine several issues, find what is
most important to the majority, and
pursue changes as needed.
Issues are addressed in manners
such as surveys, presentations and
havingspeakersoncampus.Recently,
the Student Issues Committee had
Joseph Subbiondo, vice president of
academic affairs, speak to the Senate
on the proposal concerning new class
schedules. ''The idea is to introduce
the different opinions to UOP," stated
representative Steve Robinson. "We
can't oppose the legislation but we
can offer our suggestions."
Another proposal the committee
is working on was brought to their
attention by the Community Music
Therapy Program (CMTP). Music
therapy students offer free lessons to
several handicapped children within
the community, but have no means to
get them into Owen Hall. The committee has been fighting for wheel
chair ramps for quite some time now,

know that unused monies will roll
back to ASUOP, they will want to
spend what is left at the end of the
year.
In other business, Jim Paull presented the proposal for the McCaffrey (DECADE, from page 1)
Center (see story page one).
ing chalk lines around the "corpses"
Sophomore Jodi Nelson, repre- began picking up the bodies and placsenting the foreign language students, ing them in front of the UC Theater."
asked the Senate to take a formal
Oct. 15, 1987: "After seeing and
stand on the proposed class resched- hearing students rise up in unity to
uling. Executive Affairs Director protest his idea, UOP President Bill
Michelle Miller asked that Nelson Atchley agreed to return to the tradimeet with her to discuss it further.
tion of separate commencement cereThe investigatory restructuring ad monies."
hoc committee presented a compilaDec. 8,1988: "A decision to drop
tion of responses from the members the contract of Bob Cope is part of an
being investigated. A complete rec- attempt to start the (football) team
ommendation was not available.
with a 'clean' slate, according to
The Elections and Bylaws Com- President Bill Atchley. He went on to
mitteeannouncedthattheConstitution conftrm his committment to the priorwill be available for senator's review. ity of funds going to academics and
A vote will be taken next semester.
that 'athletic programs will not be
strengthen~ at the expense of aca-

ASUOP Student Issues Committee
and according to Donovan MacLeod,
Conservatory representative, the installation of these ramps should take
place in the near future.
ARA is also an issue the committee is presently tackling. There seem
tobecertainproblemswithin the man-

Ten years of history

elsewhere.
Paull feels confident that there is
money from ASUOP student fees to
support the nightclub programming.
Paull is excited about the enter- ''The students on the Senate Finance
tainmentpossibilities. Stating that the Committee may not think there is
only regular entertainmentoffered by money for this, but I do."
ASUOP is the UPBEXI' Films ProJohn Carmichael, chair of the
gram, he would like to see this area Finance Committee says it "will be
offer entertainment, such as a DJ or a contingent upon whether the social
band, every Friday and Saturday night chair wants to allocate funds for that."
In order to offer the most suitable
The contractor for the project is
entertainment possible, the programming will be planned by a student
committee. Gary Miller, concerts
manager, will be contacting other
schools to fmd out what types of
programming have been successful

Renovations begin
(McCAFFREY, from page 1)
The construction time for phase
two is ten weeks. According to Jim
Paull, director of the McCaffrey
Center, there is no ten-week block of
time1available that would not disrupt
food service in the McCaffrey Center,
so the second phase will be completed
during the summer and will be ready
for students next fall. Oberg pointed
out that the time-consuming aspects
of the project are the things that are
not visible, such as the mechanical
and service area developmenL

Bill Dotinga
Staff Writer

during special events were also addressed. StudentscomplimentedARA
on the pizza, the plans for a pizza
delivery service and on the yogurt.
Director of ARA Campus Dining
Ron Klink issued a memo to PresidentVuonNovember9refutingmany
of the complaints and accusations
made. Klink also stated on the memo
that what he was unable to refute
would be investigated thoroughly. In
most cases, what the students appear
to be unaware of is that what they are
complaining about is actually being
done by ARA. While students feel
that there are too many deep-fried
foods, ARA maintains that only 17
items out of 400 on the menu are
deep-fried. While the students feel
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demic programs."'
Jan. 26, 1989: "On Jan. 3,ARA
Services began food service operations on the UOP campus... Although
UOP students will ultimately be the
most affected by the arrival of ARA,
dining service employees are feeling
the brunt of the transition."
Oct. 26, 1989: "Emergency relief
officials are estimating earthquake
dama~e with increasing accuracy as
wor]{ers sift through the ravaged sections of Northern Califomia....The
UOP School of Dentistry, located in
San Francisco on Webster Street, was
closed for three days following the
massive earthquake which struck the
Bay Area on Tuesday, Oct. 17."

the same one who worked on the
Holt-Atherton Library and Khoury
Hall. The fmal cost of the project is
uncertain, but is expected to exceed
the previous $500,000 projectt>d
budgeL Last summer's reshuffling of
the services in the center cost approximately $95,000. ARA is paying
for the remodeling.
Chambers, head of the restructuring committee, said, "I think everyone affected is happy with the move."

SHARPEN YOUR

COMPEIT11VE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you'll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager:- a range of different disciplines. Most important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.
Call

CAPT RALI DOBERSTEIN
916-278-7315

agement of ARA that the committee
is petitioning to overcome. Kristin
Mollenkopf commented, "The food
quality here at Pacific is generating a
lot of negative feedback, so we will be
trying our best to deal with it in some
manner."

Klink moved
Bill Dotinga
Staff Writer

Ron Klink, who is the campus
director of ARA Food Services at
UOP, has been transferred to ARA's
University ofTexas at Arlington post.
Cliff Dochterman, vice presidentexecutive assistant, stated that the
decision to move Klink was ARA's,
and that the University has nothing to
do with it. Dochterman said that he
believed the transfer would be an
advancement of Klink's career.
Klink's arrival with ARA at the
beginning of the 1989 spring semester was part of an often heated battle
overthegoodofARAforthe University. However, Dochterman declined
to speculate as to whether the transfer
is the result of the furor.
Klink's position as the campus
director of ARAtenninated at the end
ofNovember.Aninterimdirectorwill
ftll Klink's position until a replacement is hired by ARA.

withposse~:wn of a:lOO<lOO:nrn:w~

was found in the car. On
morning Public Safety assisted in
arrest of three male adults
Brookside Road at Pershing
for vehicle thefL The driver was
arrestedforanarmedrobbery
outside of Modesto. Other
involved trespassing violations,
sisting arrest, vandalism and
driving.
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

the Quad Kitchen regarding a sro11:fmnisscns
that caught frre. An ARA emJ)lOYil~yridtJed
put it out with a frre extinguisher.
Four adults and six juveniles
arrested this week. Early S
morning a male subject was
for drunk driving and evading a
lice officer after being stopped in
lot behind the fraternities and
ties. The subject was also
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textbooks introduced
"Accounting: The Basis for Business noted, requires 13 books costing more
The AAP is representing eight
Decisions" - will be accessible.
than $300.
textbook publishers in a copyright
Ultimately, McGraw-Hill hopes
The prospect of paying only for infringement lawsuit against Kinko •s,
professors will be able to custom or- what the professor requires is some- claiming its shops practice illegal
der books for any class in its data what appealing to students, but it's "profe~or publishing."
base.
not without its pitfalls, said Kyle
Under the "fair use" provision of
"This is what professors have Steadman, a junior at Washburn Uni- the copyright law, professors need
told us they want," claimed Rao.
versity in Kansas. "It's good in that permission to photocopy everything,
"Most teachers and professors you're losing someoftheextrastuff," unless tl}ey can pass a litmus test for
complain that they can never fmd a the political science major said, "but brevity, spontaneity and "cumulative
textbook that really meets their class sometimes I want all the chapters (of effect" of the copying on the course.
needs properly," said L. Mark Stone a textbook) even though the professor
McGraw-Hill's project, Risher
of Henry Ansbacher, Inc., a New doesn't cover it"
said, "shows there are alternatives to
York-based investment bank that
However, the American Asso- illegal copying."
specializes in media mergers. ''This ciation of Publishers (AAP), a pubKinko's declined to comment.
ability to customize textbooks seems lishers' trade group based in WashMcGraw-Hill's system may be
to address that complaint."
the most technologically advanced,
ington, D.C., supports the effort
Yet at least one professor com"The McGraw-Hill system is to- but customized publishing has been
plains it violates his sense of what a tally consistent with the AAP's posi- going on for nearly 20 years. And for
book is. "Whoever came up with this tion," declared Carol Risher, AAP the last three years, Ginn Press, a
has never read a book," said Peter director of copyright and new tech- Massachussetts-based subsidiary of
Fritzsehe, a history professor at the nology. The system "is a stark con- Simon & Schuster, has produced cusUniversity oflllinois in Champaign. trast to the illegal system that Kinko•s tomized anthologies of textbook supHe called theidea, among other things, practices."
plements for professors.
"obnoxious" and "disgusting."
"Books are to be bought," he stated,
"not packaged."
And to bookstores - which
would have the job of ordering and
stocking the customized packagesthe idea isn't too thrilling either.
"I can't think of one thing about
it that wouldn't cause headaches,"
declared Hal Carpenter, an employee
(CPS) - Foreign study groups be like," Shapland promised.
at the University of Rhode Island's
Although it's too early to know
student bookstore. Maintaining an say U.S. students have immediately
ample inventory, without over-order- responded to the vast political changes what sort of foreign study opportuniing, would be almost impossible, he sweeping through Eastern Europe by 1 ties will be available in Eastern Euclamoring for study programs in rope, many predicta growing number
more readable texts than the said.
of them.
Currently most textbooks that are Eastern Bloc nations.
~f11111em.aae, photocopied versions
They
say
few
such
programs
will
"Because the interest is rising,
overstocked can be returned to the
M<>to~:run mn.""":._ "'l~nble:<l on campus.
be
ready
by
summer,
however.
we'll
have to look into it," said Jenpublisher,Carpentersaid,butitwould
Under theplan, professors would
"We
have
gotten
quite
a
bit
of
renifer
Fountain
of the American Instiprobably
be
difficult
to
return
a
cusa computerized data base for
sponse,"
reported
Juliette
Shapland
tute
of
Foreign
Study in Connecticut.
tomized
book,
meaning
stores
would
materials they wanted from an
11
of
the
Council
on
International
Eduor
no
order
books
that
leave
little
"But
it's
not
something
that could
'"" Willirinal text, study guides, supplew~~,i\'liSIISpc:ctsbrti4,~t~. and related journal articles. room for changes in class size. "If a cational Exchange in New York. happen by this summer."
The University of Arizona got a
could then add their own class professor decides to let five more Students, she said, are hoping to see
eqwljX!Ien(UJi,.., and syllabus to create their own students (than originally planned) into first-hand the recent changes in Po- head start in Eastern Europe study
his class, they won't get books," he land, Hungary, East Gennany and programs. German department head
Czechoslovakia.
Renate Schulz had been trying to arThe ftrm says it can ship out the said.
Beginning in the fall of 1990, the range a foreign study program at Karl
The "complexity" of the order[h~;;;~;;~~~~:~~~~ book - which would ing procedures, added Robin Bartlett, CIEE will offer 16-week academic Marx University in Leipzig, East GerP
a table of contents and be
formerly with Prentice-Hall Publish- programs in Warsaw and Budapest. many for four years and had finally ·
~~~:~111111111111 in a personalized cover IOCaiiMilllin 48 hours of receiving the or- ers,leaves a lot of room for mistakes. The programs will cover economics, reached an agreement with the school
"I think it's going to be a horrendous political science, history, and culture. in September,alittle less than a month
And although they had been set before the "fall" of the Berlin WalL
The price, claims, Sanjeev Rao, mess."
for
the
recent political changes, course
Under the agreement, Arizona
"The chances are slim that there
marketing director, would be
content
will
now
get
into
controverstudents
will be able to take part in a
Metws:IUGuraceOoveU.IIIhJII the same as regular textbooks, would be any over-ordering ofstock,"
sial
areas,
and
thus,
will
be
vastly
three-week
study session taught by
matter how few books a professor because of the quick turnaround time,
improved.
Karl
Marx
faculty.
"There
will
be
a
tremen~onlvedoainll~lftts. Normally, publishers' prices replied McGraw-Hill's Stewart Trisonly when bookstores order a ler, who added thatthecompanyhasn't dous difference in what courses will
come up with any kind of return pol·
L.Of1•~ ......vn,nrnini!F'ublic.S(illne quantity of books.
McGraw-Hill would arrange all icy yet
Carpenter thinks it could work
¥fl:nnissiorts and royalties for any
for
some
graduate level courses that
em~.,pyril~hte~ materials used.
require
a
lot
of expensive texts. One
For next fall's pilot program,
graduate
class
at Rhode Island, he
:.. uPr1ilesllllllv supplements to one book -

New freedoms excite
interest in studyabroad programs
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CAMPUS NEws NoTES
Drug party brings close to co-op
BERKELEY, Calif. (CPS)- Barrington Hall, the student co-op at the
University of California at Berkeley known for its relaxoo climate, alternative lifestyles, political activities, wild parties and drug use, is closing. This
announcement was made Nov. 9 by the University Students Cooperative
I
Association (USCA), the hall's governing board.
Neighbors distraught by vandalism, crime and drugs at Barrington,
part of the biggest student cooperative housing project in the United States,
had leveled three lawsuits at the USCA during the past two years.
The USCA voted to close Barrington after a September party at which
house members distributed LSD, confmned USCA spokesman Derek
Glass.
The 180 students now living in Barrington will be moved to one of the
other 17 houses the co-op owns. said Glass, who added the USCA isn't sure
what it will do with the vacated building.
"Barrington would not have closed except for the efforts of its
members," said lawyer Donald Driscoll, who represents Barrington's
neighbors and who still plans to proceed with the lawsuits. "The neighbors
must be compensated for their injury."

It pays to be good
(CPS)- Under a new "Children's Crusade," disadvantaged Rhode
Island students will get free college educations if they behave.
As of September, 1991, third grade students and their parents will be
able to sign a "contract" promising the kids will keep up their grades, not
violate the law, stay away from illicit drugs, and remain childless through
their teen years. If they meet the terms of the contract, the state will pay for
the students' college education.
In unveiling the plan, Governor Edward DiPrete hoped the federal
government, local colleges and trade schools, businesses, unions and
community organizations will contribute to a $10 million endowment that,
in turn, would pay for the students' education.

A change of poison
(CPS) - Fewer college athletes are using cocaine, but more are
drinking alcohol, chewing tobacco andinjecting anabolic steroids than four
years ago, a study released in mid-November suggests.
Only 5 percent of about 2,000 students athletes surveyed nationwide
by Michigan State University (MSU) researchers said they had u&OO
cocaine during the past year, compared to 17 percent in 1985. In the same
survey, 16 percent of the general college population reported using cocaine.
However, about 89 percent of the athletes said they had consumed
alcohol in the past year. About 5 percent of the athletes said they u&OO
steroids, a slight increase fro1n 1985.
Separately, a 1986 Ohio State University survey found that 20 to 25
percent of college athletes nationwide used cocaine or marijuana at least
once a week.
MSU researchers also discovered a 40 percent increase in the number
of athletes who claimed to chew tobacco.
"This just flies in the face of any and all efforts at education," said
William Anderson, the survey's director.
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looking ahead with vision
The more things change, the more they stay the same.
While this is a tired cliche, it is only too true a description of
UOP's recent history.
You think that low endowment, drop in enrollment,
apathy, or frnancial aid woes are new problems? Think
again. And again. And read the decade review story on page
one.
Every year over the past decade, these same problems
have plagued the University, and progress has been short in
coming. Instead, the status quo was maintained, even when
it came to the mission of the University.
For most of the decade UOP has been home to an
excellent, albeit expensive, education. This is fine, but
hardly unique.
That has begun to change, though. The goals of the
University have now been directed and focused. Credit that
in part to the influence of the new administrators hired under
Bill Atchley.
It appears that we are finally beginning to play up our
strengths--small size, outstanding faculty, diversity of educational opportunities, and, yes, location, and actually integrate them to improve the education of every student.
One example of this is the class schedule changes which
are designed to promote a better academic environment and
give students a chance to take classes from more areas of the
University.
UOP is now a school with a mission: To bring together a
balance of the liberal arts and professional education in a
small, personal setting.ln this world where most schools are
either large and research orientedor small and focused on the
liberal arts, UOP has potential to be an innovator and offer
the best of both to every student.
Being an innovator means a better national reputation,
· which aids in recruiting better faculty and students. It also
means more money, something UOP desperately needs.
Of course, lofty goals don't mean a thing if they're not put
into action. But the 90s have promise to be a time of action
at UOP, not another ride down the safe cliched road of
yesteryear.
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was so evident in the Christmas Candlelight Festival.

Chaplain gives
thanks

Gary Putnam
University Chaplain

Some have observed that the only
thing that unites the University is the
plumbing and the common pursuit of
a parking place. Some schools are
more "diversities" than "universities."
You have plans for your life--goals
That could not be said of UOP, following the Christmas Candlelight to reach--a brilliant future ...
So did Linda Lancaster, a doctoral
Festival on Dec. 3 in Morris Chapel.
Wonderfully diverse sections of candidate at the University of Maine,
the campus joined together in a shared Orono, Maine. On Feb. 18, 1989, the
enterprise. Residence units and cam- drunken driver ofa pickup truck struck
pus organizations presented carols, her down as she and a classmate
members of the Pacific Singers di- walked along a sidewalk in the camrected by Dr. Bill Dehning sang puscommunity.Lindadiedthreehours
magnificently, the Brass Ensemble later.
All her goals and plans for the
directed by George Nemeth played
future
were wiped out in one sensebrilliantly, dancers from the drama
less
moment
of drunken violence--a
and dance department led by Sandra
violence
our
legislatures
have yet to
Christiansen added to the celebration; faculty, administrators and staff recognize as murder--and our courts
in considerable numbers sang hanno- of law waiver over justice for the
niously under the leadership of Dr. victim.
You have plans for your life-but,
Larry Meredith, student volunteers
carDed banners, the president opened take a moment as you walk a~ross
his home for a Christmas reception, campus to ponder on your chances of
the Physical Plant and Collins Elec- becoming the random victim of a
tric cooperated to <tecorate the cam- drunken driver. We all carry the same
pus Christmas tree, the ResidenceHall risk, as did Linda. But with your help
Association led the Procession of we can--and must--keep our streets
Carols, the Office of Institutional and sidewalks safe.
Take a stand. Refuse to ride with
Advancement provided narrator
Margene Mastlin, the Central United an intoxicated driver. Volunteer to
MethodistChurch loanedbanners, and drive a friend who has partied too
ARADining Services offered refresh- much. Write your congressman to
initiate deterrent legislation against
ments after the festival.
I would also like to celebrate the killer drivers: no time off for good
influence of one student, Natalie behavior--no suspending half a senZorovic. Three years ago she came to tence--no plea bargaining.
'90 something positive, if not for
my office to ask if we could have a
campus Christmas tree. That excel- yo,ufself or for a friend, then for
lent idea was well received by the someone who loves you.
Keep your future alive!
president. Through the generosity of
the Physical Plant and Collins Electric this has become part of our UOP
Russell and Eleanor Nicholson
Parents of Linda Lancaster
tradition. All of the campus is enriched by your thoughtfulness, NaRancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
talie.
I give thanks for the wondrous
spirit of unity and cooperation that

Staying alive

of the U.S. Geological Survey.

Veils, the last
word

Chris Hami!ff4
Classof'M

Everyone is mad about the letter
"Behind the Moslem Veil" (Nov. 2).
They are mad because the writer of
the letter said women who do not
wear veils make an animal society. I
agree that the writer made a wrong
judgement about American society.
I workatthe main U.S. Post Office
branch in Stockton, and, of course,
both men and women work there.
Where I work, women are not allowed to wear shorts, mini skirts, or
anythingsexybecausetheydon'twant
the men to get busy checking out the
women which leads to less production.
I think if women just dress properly that would preventalotofthings,
not only rape. My correction to Mr.
Al-Sayegh's letter is that women in
the U.S. don't have to wear veils in
order to make a good society, but they
do have to dress reasonably if they
don't want trouble.
Safwat Morey

Quake story
incomplete
My sister is presently attending
UOP. I graduated from the department of geology at UOP this past
May.
Last week I returned home for the
Thanksgiving break. My sister
brought from school a few copies of
The Pacifican, including a few with
coverage of the Oct 17 earthquake.
To my surprise, there did not seem to
be an article interviewing a professor
from the department ofgeology about
the earthquake. Why was this so? I
thought it would have been logical for
a school reporter to go to the University's own authorities first
I do not intend to create a stir. I
thought I should stick up for the guys
who taught me everything I know
aboutgeology...Iam now an employee

Quayle speak
strikes again

QlaSS

What should a society do with~ WatreadY knOW ho~ lon~
idiots? Make them vice presidentri ~~getatOIID~ 12.:0 ~~v~
the nation. Let the quotes speak frt 'Rillt-kY• you will on Y d
themselves:
~ ~20 minuteSto geta~n
"What a waste it is to lose one•1 flail siln bave abOUt 20 mmu
mind,ornottohaveamind.Howq
Jllf eat your lunch. ~ut
that is."
~l)K)Selines if the en~ c~
--Dan Quayle, addressing 111 ~~out of class at that ume
United Negro College Fund.
~J~grJfor lunch. Not something
"Well, you look like a bunch~ of us tlant 10 deal with, nor do
happy campers to me."
Wlll1 1, bave to liquefy our f()()(
--DanQuayle,addressinga&m~ •ttbeabletoeatit with~ w~
of impoverished Samoans wholivel rit 0 1be 40 minuteS P'Ovlded
tents.
blleh.after we finally get our f<
"My fellow astronauts ... " Batthsisexactlywhatcouldh.
--Dan Quayle, greeting a ciOii flbetroPosed new campus \II
gathered f~ th&f Apollo 11
~system is put in efi
tion.
nunew system would prov
--''1 believe.we're on an irreV!I- ~widesched~'with nin
ible trend toward more freedom boor ~ twenty minute block
democracy, but that could change.' Mond:t'. Wednesday, and Frida
--Guess who?
leVell~OOurandflfty minute b
..You have to watch ev~ry siB; 111 Tufday and Thursday. The
word you utter. Every once m awli p!le: get all the University sc
you let. abword
"""""
....:. ....~ by hav1·0 g them o
. , out and youfi want I, .,
....""'II£W
.
catch It, ut Its gone, gone orevu. !lllle"'"-t~..leandh
·
D Q
'\""""'"
encesunp11
-- an uayle.
~appentlymanyscheduling
Melissa Goslli lems ~t students have. An
reason for the prop
sched e is that UOP's Bu
Schoo <kles not hold classes ~

1
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Stop Stea IIn g
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I recently discovered a habit 4
many students who frequent Tigu\
Grocery on campus that not . ~Stealing
shocked, but outraged me as weD.
••~
seems tlmt some people find ·
continued fr
food that they don't pay for to
· Yiorld,
om p.
acceptable. H these same
~gh !loss and ~any s
were observed eating the bulk food ~.
Pfevenuon" sy
other grocery items at Lucky, . G~ted the .
could be prosecuted for shop · · Oroce.is ' Inventory at
Thieves are not tolerated in the bringsq, llotowned by Lucky
(See LETIERS, page 5)
111second point; 1
~Y~ . from Tiger's G

;ts,

:J

~this~g from all the h~
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"What Is your wish for the 90s?"
Aklra Naka}o

Mike Bender
junior
Sociology

Freshman
Math/physics

lee MacCiellan
Sophomore
Geology

Oscar Bartos
Freshman
Computer science

"I would say better international

"My wish is that people stop destroying our planet andstart taking
care of it."

Angelina Cheng
Freshman
Business

,
,
"I want to see political reform in
China. I think the student protests

"I want them to open a new ride at

Disneyland--a space ride. "

relations, better relations between
the superpowers, nuclear disarmament, and less fear."

were the most radical thing in 20th
century history. I hope theirwish will
be granted."

------.....
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"I hope technologywil/afi(IWl·ap•J
travel in the air; therefore,
be no traffic congestion. 1
to see CD prices go down."

-~---
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'Twa~

two. weeks before Christmas ...

'1'was two weeli:§ otfort Christ·
tlirew up t1it sasfa..
:;tgun anasome ammo fa.e fuu{ on '
mas anaa[[ tFa.rougFa. t!it fta({,
~ tfarfc.ne.ss, all tnurkJ/from t!irt
By David Hurst
Fi.is FUp,
'J{pt a sttuf.tnt was studying fiis
anafrom. smog
9fe sumd(ina ofpissuffrom tfa.e
finds for Ialli
(jave vision to notliing out Sac.
Entertainment Editor
cur£on liis up.
tJ1ie tfonns were au 'ratuf6y
1(Jverfog,
9fzs eyes· fww tlitygfowu£ rui!.
students witfa. cart.,
'J>Uien wfa.at to my woruferi.ng eyes !J{pw, tfasfa. away! 'Dasfa. away!
liis climpfes not merry!
Xnowine tfa.at Vtuation wouftf
sfa.oulil appear,
'Dasfa. away all!
!J8s cheek§ were on fire, liis gaze
kave tliis pfact oart;
2Jut Pu.6(ic Saftty ousting some
So tlitn to tlit tfonn parfjng Cot
growing weary!
tJ1ie 6rotfa.ers anasisters of
pwpk witfa. OUfi
tlit officer Fa.e fkw,
'rJTUlt tFa.e Ulst fire alarm, • Fa.e
fwusts got rippetl,
'Witfa. tfa.e wamine tftat Fa.e gave
'Witfa. partiu to cftu~ana iorm
sait!in a Fa.u.ff.
IJ¥Iiift 6rotfa.ers at Plii 'Ddt for
ana tlitn tlit release,
wa1k.Jitrouofrs to tfo.
'tJJitre '(£ oe no more toni.efa.t or I'(£
cameras tfUfstrip;
I K:_new in a time it was campus
J4Jul tfa.en in a twintG.ng I fa.eard
Fa.ave to get touofu"
JWf tlitn I in my untfits of
poUct..
down tfa.e Fa.all,
tJ1ie resitknt.s qu.estionttf a culprit
Calvin Xfei.n fame,
Mort rapit( tfa.an eagfes tFa.e
tz1ie screaming ant! ringing of tfu
so dum6,
1fatffinally settfd down, now
suspu.t.s tfa.en ran,
fire alarm call.
tJ1ie ~:;I.s stood Fa.e!pfess, tlit
my tfonn 6eine tame,
9fe wliistlul anasfa.ou.tetl, ant! one :;Is I drew in my fa.eatf, ana was
9featf~itknt nu.m6.
~n out on X..nofes Lawn tlitre
aroppt.tl tlit can.
tu.mine arou.rul,
tJ1ie roar of tlit fire true{(§ ana tlit
arose su.cfa. a clatter,
'9(9 anon, • '9(9 fire alarms, •
'Down tlit Fa.allway tlit officer
sirens a6!are,
I spra.ne off my futon to witness
'9(9 oeating ~I,
came witfa. a oou.ntl;
Leaving resitknt.s ou.t.sitk in mere
0&ica! S~.
tfa.e matter.
'9(9 spedi.ng, ' '9(9 parfjng, "
!Jk 'UJaS lfressuf a[[ in tan from fiis
underwear.
~way to tlit wintfow I fkw £iK.r'9(9 eyes all agfau. "
fa.eaa to liis foot,
~ tfa.e fire marsfa.allcame ana
Cbris U... aj(asfr.,
'To tlit top ofSou.tfa./Wtstl 'To
!H1s ooots 'UJt.re all tarnisfu:t{, fiis
aave news ofall ckar,
CJ.as.f ._rzTie__.~,___s....p_m_·n_tt.tl_sFa.u._t_so_I_ _.......,(}_rac_eC_'ove([
__9faa
_ _, _ _ _ _ _ _arcfrts
_ _~..;ap~u-t._ _ _ _ _ _ tJ1ie crowd stormufin tlit ouiftfing

s

, yle speak

s agaln
ld a SOCiety ~til
lhem vice llesi4aa

days. Supposedly this makes SBPA

you're lucky, you will only have to
wait 15-20 minutes to get a sandwich
llld still have about 20 minutes to
relax and eat your lunch. But now
Qu yle, addressma imagine those lines if the en~ camCollege Fllld. pus was out of class at that tune and
It, y u look like ablaQ hungry for lunch. Not something any
of us want to deal with, nor do we
10 me "
le aM·....;.... ~ want to have to liquefy our food in
nnw'~>ri•·t..y~•'S --~~ orde.r to be able to eat it within what's
amooas ...., left of the 40 minutes provided for
f, H.
• hmch, after we finally get our food.
1 ow ~ · ·~ But this is exactly what could happen
yle, greecq 1 if the proposed new campus wide
~ 11
scheduHng system is put into-effect.~
The new system would provide a
campus-wide sched~ With nine one
hour and twenty minute blocks on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and
sevenoneholD'andfiftyminuteblocks
on Thesday and Thursday. The purpose: to get all the University schools
synchronized by having them on the
same schedule and hence simplifying
the apparently many scheduling problems that students have. Another
underlying reason for the proposed
schedule is that UOP's Business
School does not hold classes on Fri-

schools. Additionally, this lack of
classes held on Fridays is said to be an
ineffiCient utilization of classrooms
and teaching facilities.
'11\is proposed schedule change is
found wanting in many ways. The
purpose of UOP having its seven
separate schools is for the uniqueness

o;p stealing .
~t.......,.rv

t outrtged me~ •

-.-. peoPle uti t l)U'.... , y frt I
t theY doll t ~ ,-

lf ~ bUlk~
rvcdea11°8theLIJ'kY.f
ery itetn5 at ~

. prasecu~-~~inlJ~
not wlens-

L'E'fTERS, pogt S)

'1fu resitfence Fa.all staff fet out a

farae sigli.
'IIUy spo~ not a wort! 6ut went
strait/fa.t 6ac{ to 6etf,
'tJrUs isaonna cost Ou.cq,, tFa.e
officer sa.itf.
:;tnt! tli.us flli.tfa. tFa.is story, a
fesson soun feamu{,
fJJon 't pul!fire a!anns, u.nkss
sometfUng is ou.rndf
9ft sprang to rus squat!car, witfa.
liis smft almost tfa.roueFi,
11-itfa. Fa.u.ntfretf.s ofparfjno
tic~t.s sti(£ kft to tfo.
2Jut I ftearc{ fUm t)(c!aim m Fa.e
drove out ofsigfa.t,
"1fappy finals to all. ana to a(£ a
gooa nitJFa.tJ"

This proposed
schedule change is
found wanting in
many ways.
and individuality of each school.
Putting every school on the same
schedule relinquishes these individual characteristics. The fact is, UOP
has had the present schedule for over
18 years and major ttaumatic problems have not arisen. Most of the
students that do the complaining about
schedule problems don't have a problem getting into the classes they~
but have a problem getting into the
time space they lYW)1. Let's face it, not
too many students want to get up for
that 8 a.m. class, so they complain
that they can't get into the class of-

its operation are also student funds.
Whether you are plD'Chasing another
product or not does not legitimize the
(l.mERS, continued from p. 4)
fact that you are stealing!
Honestly, before you consider
mercia1 world, and many stores have
grabbing
a handful of yogurt clusters
tough "loss prevention" systems in
or
sneaking
a few gummy bears, think
place.
'
of
who
wiJI
suffer. Not only might
Granted, the inventory at Tiger's
you
experience
a pang of guilt, but
GroceryisnotownedbyLucky. This
wiJI be losing as
your
fellow
students
brings up my second point: when
well.
Who
knows,
someone
may even
students steal from Tiger's Grocery,
citifeel
compelled
to
put
you
under
they are stealing from all the students
zen's
arrest
on this campus. As Tiger's Grocery is
a branch of ASUOP, it is operated
Ruth J. Elder
with student funds, and earnings from

Stop Stealing...

How do you sum up an entire
decade in 17 inches? You don'L You
just grab bits and pieces of it, leaving
the rest up to individual interpretation.
.
But since this is the last Pacifican
of the 80s,andsincedecadesendon1y
once every ten years or so, some sort
of commentary seems begging.
And so, standing poised on the
cusp of 1990 with "real life" beckoning, we children of the 80s can't help
but wooder not only where we're
going, but where we've come from.
Furthennore, what does our genera-

Ramblings
By Mike Randolph
Editorial Editor

tion stand for, if anything?
Finding an answer to that question
is about as easy as, oh,let's say, fmding someone who has a kina word to
say about Mike Dukakis' political
future. "Mike who?" you say.
You remember Mike, the thick·
eyebrowed, thick-headedguywholoet
to Mr. Thousand Points of Light
Headedness in the last election sim·
a whole. This proposed schedule not semester excluding intercollegiate ply because he wouldn't do the un·
sports and curriculum instruction constitutional thing of forcing stu·
- By Kelly Chertok only meets business students but all courses,
only 27 percent have a class dents to say the Pledge of Allegiance.
· other students as well. Students in
other majors may also work and could on Friday, and of that 27 percent, only Not that he, oranybodyelse,descned
Guest Writer
use this Friday off from classes to put 7 percent of those classes are offered to win this dorified hiJth school conin hours at work. Free Fridays also after 3 p.m.
test over who had the catchiest sound·
This shows that not only may stu- bite, though. But that's beside the
fered at 11 a.m.; it's a fact of life that provide time to take care of group
meetings and other activities that dents dislike Friday classes, but many point...or is it?
we can't always get what we want.
As a business major, in regards 10 require a full day in which you need professors may prefer not to teach
What was beside the point in the
Friday classes, especially in the after- 80s? Just what was the point of the
SBPA not having classes on Fridays, most of the people to be free.
to evening hours. Which leads 80s? Was there one? Did we acccm·
we are not all out partying as some
We can't go and noon
us to the last scheduled class time. plish anything substantial?
seem to believe. In a survey distribmake exceptions Most courses scheduled during this
uted by SASBPA, 157 business stuThink about this--if you were
dentsresponded. 98 percent preferred for all the areas of bJock would run from 8:30 p.m. 10 playing Pictionary and had 10 draw
9:40 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and
the current schedule of no Friday
~... what concrete images of
the proposal that Friday, and from 9 p.m. to 10:50 p.m. "the
classes; 2 percent were in favor of
progress come to mind'l Only in the
Friday classes. If the proposed scheddon't work.• Vt>'IJ' Tuesday and Thursday. Considera· lastfew t.'nonthshaveweseenacouple
tion has been given that Friday night that are substantive-students stand·
ule were enacted, many of the opporThere
are
a
few
other
problems
would be worked out some ing up 10 tanks in lianneman Square
classes
tunities that the present system afthat
this
proposed
schedule
will
creway
so students wouldn't have and the Wall coming down to a flood
other
fords would be eradicated.
ate.
Language
classes,
traditionally
to
give
up
their Friday night But we of freedom and hope in East Ger-Many SBPA students have inheld
five
days
a
week,
will
lose
class
can't
go
and
m.ake exceptions for all many. Butthosedon'treallybelong in
ternships, and a Friday offfrom classes
time
with
the
proposed
schedule
the
areas
of
the proposal that don't the 80s--they are more pre-90s simallows a full 8-hour work day.
changes.
Another
problem
is
that
the
work.
-Many SBPA students, like facply because they're real, not manipu·
Unless this proposal will have a 1ated for television.
ulty, hold meetings on Fridays be- classes scheduled on Monday,
Wednesday, andFriday will more than significantly greater benefit to the
cause everyone is available.
The 80s was the decade where
-Others, many of whom are in likely have lower levels ofattendance University, it shouldn't beconsidered solving complex problems with
business organizations and clubs, during the Friday class; if students seriously. I believe a committeeshould simple solutions, long a staple of
use this time to interact in the business don't want to have Friday classes, be appointed to review other governments worth their weight iD
they won't go to the class. With the possibilities, if a change is really image makers, became dominant
community by touring businesses.
Such activities benefit not only the present scheduling system, of 945 needed, before we allow a school- policy. And, what's worse, we almost
students but also the image ofUOP as classes, with scheduled times, for next wide change by a single decision.
boughtiL
Somewhere along the line, for
instance, we were lulled into lhinkina
only a couple big cities had homeless
people, and they were that way by
choice; that the way to solve any
''problem of the month" like wod4
famine (and relieve our guilt) was to
throw a big concert. then forget about
During the year R.A.s are (requently less than popular, it; and that if we dido't fund the war
probably for good reason. We are the ones who break up against them, the Commies from
the parties, tell people that they can't play frisbee in the Central America were going to jump
hall, make you take yourbeer back into yourmom,get you the Rio Grande and take over Texas.
out of bed during fue alarms, a."!d tell you to turn your etc., etc.
stereo down. We also have a knack for spying to find out
The ideal target for any freethinker
By Mindee Greivel
who threw up in the hall, broke the window, plugged up the to blame for this, that dimly lit bulb
toilets, or pulled the fire alarm. Howevez, evezyone is glad the rest of us were told to OO>it, Ron·
Guest Writer
to see their R.A. when they're locked out of their room.
nie "I can't think without my 3~
About ten nights a month I'm on duty. That means I cards" Reagan, is unfortunately more
I am a resident assistant in South West-Hall. Yep, that's
right, one of those dreaded R.A.s. I really like my job. I have to be in the building from 7 p.m. until7 a.m...keeping symptom than cause. We did elect him
meet a Jot of people and I honestly feel as if I am helping an eye on things." Basically though, whenever I'm in the twice, remember.
Ronnie was just the biggest swof
out in a big way. Granted, I am on the lowest rung of the building I'm at work. I don't have the option ~f overlookStudent Life staff ladder, but without R.A.s keeping an ing water fights or blaring music at three in the morning. this feel-good, kinder, gentler, vaguer
hit parade of the Don't Worry, Be
eye on things and taking care of menial tasks for the ad- I am always on the job. For this I get paid $4,118.
Ironically, it's that pay that is requiring me to leave Happy generation, the one that belied
ministtation, their positions would be meaningless.
Not that I'm unappreciated --deans Barr, Marks, and UOP.Thismoneydirectlyaffectsmyfinancialaidpackage the darker subtext of 80s America.
Which leaves us, again, not 10
Vice-President Judy Chambers have told me countless in that I'm not going to get any, meaning that I can no
times that my position is the most important one on the longer afford to attend this institution. This is a common poised for the 90s, the decade where
staff-- and they mean that I really oo feel as ifthey believe problem for many R.A.s. One very devotedR.A. I know is our generation will join the elfort to
that the job I do is important and nothing I do goes paying $600 through loss of fmancial aid to be on staff. clean-up the mess left to us. Problems
Another potentialR.A. had to decline the position because like the envirorunent, the economy,
unnoticed.
•
The problem is that because of this great position I had she accepted it, she wouldn't have been able to afford poverty,corruptioningovenunentand
big business, declining individual
hold, I have to leave my school in December. As pay for this school either.
HadI known my financial situation in time I could have rights and freedoms, etc., which have
the R.A. job, I reeeive room and three quarters board,
which is the equivalentof$4,118. Other perks include my also declined the position; however, in a manner very true been put off too long, now demand
own room and free phone installation. This sounds like to form, the Financial Aid Office didn't even let me know more than cursory attention. The 90s
quite a bit until you consider the amount of time that an that I was in trouble until I had been working here for two will be the decade where we'reforced
weeks. Actually, I'm glad that I didn't have the option to to confront reality and deal with it, not
R.A. puts into the job.
We arrive at school over two weeks before the rest of not be an R.A. because I really am enjoying it. I'm just with style, but subsaance.
And so if our generation is to find
the student body. During those two weeks we go through sorry that I'm being required to transfer as a result.
I think that *n order to encourage people to apply to be an identity out of this mess, it will be
the entire building trying to get it ready for its occupants
and attend daily staff information sessions. Then when resident assistants, and keep valuable staff members, the by cleaning it all up. In other parts of
our residents arrive, we get to deal with irate parents com- Offtce of Student Life needs to re-evaluate the monetary the world, people have already started,
plaining about their kid's allergies/roommate/distance incentive. Perhaps fuJI room and board would compen- with sometimes amazing results.
from the bathroom/inadequate furniture. After the parents sate,orthecurrent$4,118plusamonthlysalary.ljusthope There is reason for hope, then, IOd
leave we have to fill out fonns for each room and track that some change can be made, and I'm sorry that it won't reason to dig in.
Happy new decade.
down the occupants to sign them, and make sure everyone be in time for me.
It's
about time.
is aware of the rules.

Class schedule doe·s n't need changes
We ~dy know how long the
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The 90's:
it's ·about
·time
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Struggle fOr IriSh unification continues

World

The Czechoslovakian government announced last week that it
ordered the immediate dismantling
of security fences along the frontier
with Austria, eliminating another
section of the Iron Curtain.
This change follows activities in
recent weeks which have abolished
the dominant role of the Communist
Party in the Czech government.
A transitional coalition government is being formed which will
govern until free elections can be
held.
The Communist leadership
agreed earlier this week to take a
minority role in the proposed coalition government.

....___Philippine troops
revolt

Rebel Philippine troops seized
parts of the Manila international
airport, broadcast stations, and
bombed the presidential palace last
week as part of a coup attempt
against President Corazon Aquino.
This uprising is the most serious
since the coup which swept Aquino
to power in 1986 and forced former
President Ferdinand Marcos into
exile.
Hundreds of foreigners were
evacuated during a cease-fire declared by the government and rebel
forces on Wednesday. An estimated
2000 foreigners had been confmed
in hotels for four days.
Cornzon Aquino spoke on television appealing for public support.
The army is negotiating with rebel
leaders for a peaceful ending to the
conflict.

Gorbachev meet
the Pope

,

By Joseph Andranian

Beat
Czechs reform
government
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Staff Writer

the moral values which religion
generated and embodied for centuries can help in the work ofrenewal
in our country, too," Gorbachev
said.

Americans leave
El Salvador
Nearly 300 U.S. citizens were
flown out of El Salvador last week
during a truce called by the leftist
rebels.
A surge in violence in the decade-long war has included the
murder of six Jesuit priests. Many
of the Americans had fled to the
safety of the U.S. Embassy compound before being flown out of
the country.

West German
banker killed
Alfred Herrhausen, the head of
West Germany's largest commercial bank, was killed last Thursday
br· a terrorist bomb. .
Herrhausen was frequently
described as the most powerful
person in West Germany's economy and was a dominant figure in
European banking.

NEWS ANALYSIS:
As economic autonomy for Great
Britain in the upcoming merger with
the European Community (EC) gets
all the attention in the British press,
the fighting goes on in Northern Ireland. This long-time thorn in Parliament's side is not making things easy
for the British, and if the state of
affairs in Northern Ireland now is any
indication, this crisis might never be
solved.
Northern Ireland was established
as the side effect of creating the "Free
State" of Ireland in 1922. Because of
the large proportion of citizens still
loyal to the crown, the six northern
counties known as Ulster were retained by Great Britain.
Northern Ireland's problems are
two-fold. First, a depressed economy
confronts both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. Second,
the indigenous Protestant population
wants no part in a reunified Ireland.
The island of Ireland with its 4.5
million inhabitants would still be in
dire straits economically with half as

Bush, Gorbachev
discouss proposals

Noble cries of
"Give Ireland back
to the Irish" are
founded in
ignorance of the
situation

Summit discussions between
President Bu h and Soviet President Gorbachev have covered a
wide range of proposals including
suggestions to cut American and
Soviet navies, armed forces in
Europe, and cuts in the largest
nuclear weapons.

many people. Agriculture has not been
profitable since before the Great Potato Famine of the late 1840s. Shipbuilding, once the mainstay ofNorthern Ireland's economy, has also suffered. Birth rates and life expectancy
ratings approach those ofThird World
Nations. In the EC only Portugal and

Pope issues warning
Pope John' Paul IT spoke earlier
i~week issuing war.J,lings against
destructionof.fheenvironment. He
attacked excessive consumerism,
exploitation of natural resources,
and indescriminate use of science
and technology as factors.

Last week, Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev met with Pope
John Paul II. The meeting was the
fust between a Soviet Communist
Contra deadline
leader and any pope.
The day ~efore the meeting extended
Gorbachev said that the Soviet
President Daniel Ortega of
Union needs the moral force of reli- Nicaragua will present a proposal
gion to aid his plans for a restruc- to extend the deadline to disband
tured society.
the Contras to the end of the year.
"Now we not only proceed from He will present this proposal at a
the assumption that no one should ~summit of C~tral American presiidterfere in matters of the individ- dents which will begin Dec. 10 in
ual's conscience, we also say that Costa Rica.

,

Scotland

Northern
Ireland
Ireland

England
Greece are worse off.
The British government has tried
everything from virtually unlimited
subsidies for venture capitalists to
nationalization and then de-nationalization of industries to stimulate the
economy of Northern Ireland, but the
unstable social climate only lures the
likes of John t:>eLorean (who still
maintains an account in Geneva with
an estimated 15 million pounds of
British government subsidies). The
idea of nationalized industries has not
worked.
Which leads to the next problem.
The British have been having trouble
preventing violence between Catholics and Protestants. Of all the British
citizens in the world, the Protestants
of Northern Ireland are the most loyal
to the Queen. Northern Ireland's
Protestants balk at independence, and
a reunified Ireland cannot be achieved
without a lot of bloodshed. Indeed,

ike-aid cycles for

Belfast, Northern Ireland's capital,
has taken on the semblance of Beruit
since local government-sponsored
housing projects led to the separation
of Belfast residents in strictly Protestant and Catholic quarters.
Another problem that will add to
the crisis is that the total Catholic
population is growing and is expected
to top the Protestant population by the
tum of the century.
Noble cries of"Give Ireland back
to the Irish" are founded in ignorance
of the situation. The Protestants in
Northern Ireland can make a strong
case for their side of the dilemma.
They were the builders who brought
prosperity to Northern Ireland, the
representatives of British Imperialism, and their status in Northern Ireland is still that of the "ruling elite."
Still, when one listens to the Catholics' case, one senses the plight of the
Catholic in North Ireland, a position

so~ial

that brings with it discrimination and
very little hope for economic or po.
litical improvement. Protestant con.
trol has created a situation where reli.
gious discrimination is rampant in all
aspects of social, economic, and po.
liticallife, and a final solution would
probably only be reached through
extreme disadvantage to one party.
One thing does seem certain: No
one knows how to stop the violence in
Ireland. Independence and reuniftca.
tion with theRepublicoflreland would
certainly lead to more violence, if not
civil war, and the current status quo~
just as distasteful. Nevertheless, the
position taken by British Prime Min.
ister Margaret Thatcher and Parlia.
ment, who realize that a reasonable
solution is a long way off, is one of
passive ambivalence.

ct'lange

~

J

,. ~.

~xt summer, for the fifth year in
a row, men and women throughout
the U.S. will embark on a bicycle
journey across America to confront
world hunger and poverty.
The project, Bike-Aid '90, is a
grassroots initiative with a three-fold
purpose: to increase public awareness of the problems and possibilities
facing the developing world and
underprivileged areas of our own
nation; to raise funds for domestic
and overseas self-help projects; and

to call people across the country to get
actively involved in their communities and global issues.
This year's ride will begin in midJune from four West Coast cities
(Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and
Los Angeles). In July, groups of riders will set off from the Northern
coastofMaineand fromAustin, Texas.
Cyclists from all six routes will meet
in Washington, D.C., in August to
compare experiences.
Bike-Aid '90 will reach people in

nearly 30 states. Riders will meet
with local communities to share ideas
on development issues and to learn
about the unique histories and lifestyles that characterize each area
Participants can ride for the entire
33,000 miles,chooseoneof the shorter
routes, or join riders for a few days as
the group passes through their home
town. Bike-Aid '90 is planning to
involve 125 riders and to raise
$200,000 for development projects
around the world.

Bike-Aid '90 is sponsored by
Overseas Development Network, a
nationwide coalition of student de·
velopment organizations dedicated to
seeking constructive solutions to
world poverty and to educating
Americans about how they can bring
about social change.
For more information call (4
431-4480/4481, or write to ..........,..I1uUI
'90, 2940 16th St. suite #110,
Francisco, CA 94103.
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AND HAVE A VERYHAPPY AND
RESTFUL HOLIDAY BREAK
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Santa Claus

ACTIVITIES IN STOCKTON:

Faces

Stockton's abundant nightlife

ofUOP

lj

Good times at Catfish Cafe

By Monique Lowi-Teng
Guest Writer
You say that your joints hurt from
sitting in one place. Your eyes twitch
once in a while (a reaction developed
from watching too many Miami Vice
reruns). You say thatthereisno bridge
to cross, no lights to see and no place
to "hang out.. besides your nearby Kmart parking lot, which is already
crowded. So you stay home because
you have nowhere to go.
Much of what you believe is an
illusion that will be dispelled, simply
by relying on the genuine expertise of
a fellow student- ME!
What I must say to you is this: For
thesakeofsanity,stayhomenolonger1
Come join the fun at some of Stocktoo's hotspOts!
First, you can go to The Graduate
and experience the sensation ofa glass
ofLong Island Iced Tea coupled with
1he biggest burgers and chicken sandwiches you may ever see. Add some
fries to that order and you won't have
to eat for another week.
But if burgers and fries are not
your thing, you can always take a trip
to Chili's and indulge in their Mexi'*1-style dinners with lots of cheese,
large pieces of meat, bot sauces and
even guacamole and sour cream.
Throw in some white wine, and you
cat call this a real meal.
Prefer Italian? Then Carlos and
Luigi's is just the place. This restaunntlbar is hot, and I mean even the
plates. While you are there, check out
abe scenay. Ask for a window seat so
youcancounttheducks as they swim
by. Who knows, after eating all that
pas1a, you might need to sit a while to
seuJeyourstomach.lfyouarestillnot
satisfied, you can always go back on
Thursday nights to sing an off-key
note or two from their song track
selections, and laugh at their stand-up
C<ll1ledians.
You say all you want to do is sit
back and relax? Enjoy a toast to
something or someone, perhaps even
yourself'1 El Torito's, The Catfish Cafe
and Donovan's Bar can cater to your
every wish.
If you are looking for something
more sensuous than just liquor, enjoy
a cup of iced coffee at the Blackwater
Cafe. It will wake up your tastebuds.
You can also stay awhile and listen to
their live band.
If what you want is to toast the
older crowds, check out the Hilton
Hotel. Their band plays mostly to a

variety of drinks from alcoholic to
non-alcoholic seltzers and colas.
Besides Budweiser, Coors and
Miller the cafe specializes in beers
like Fosters, Rolling Rock, Corona,
Heinekin, Steinloger and many
more. Or you can enjoy the draft
beer, Michelob Dry. The wine list
ranges from an elegantChardonnay
to a dry Cabemet Sauvignon.
If you have any indecision as to
what you want to order, the friendly
cocktail server is full of creative
drink suggestions. For something
different, the house specialties m2y
include Spanish Coffee or Hawaiian Punch. We recommend trying
the Hot Buttered Rum, the Baybreeze and Sex in the Attic. To satisfy that growing appetite, The
CatfiSh Cafe offers delicious appetizers such as the famous "catfish
fingers" and homemade pizza.
Probably the best time to visit
The Catfish Cafe is either during
happy hour, 3-6 p.m., or on a rainy
day. All well drinks (drinks with one
liquor), house wines and draft beer
are $1 during the weekday happy
hour and rainy day specials. If it
rains in the morning, but the sun
shines at noon, drinks are still only
a dollar.
Nonnally,drinkpricesare$1 .95
and up. So we recommend that you
take full advantage of the super
happy hour and rainy day prices.
Join I and Gas they rate The Catfish
Cafe on a scale of four snow flakes
being best:

By Guy Williams
Staff Writer

and
Jennifer Preston
Advertising Manager
It's friendly. It's relaxing. And
it's got great prices if you're looking for a new place to hang out. It's
The Catflsh Cafe, located at 1560
West Fremont Street near Interstate
5 at the end of Pershing Avenue.
The restaurant and bar are decorated in a yuppie Miami Vice style,
using pink, teal and gray as the
prominent colors with a touch of
neon scauered about the room. The
high ceilings help create an ambiance of spaciousness. To accent the
waterfront theme, palm trees and
other plants are spread throughout
the cafe. Windows line the back of
the bar, and allow you to gaze out
and watch a fisherman bring in the
catch of the day from the Delta.
It's the perfect place to go on a
romantic date for a soothing drink
or after a long stressful fmal. The
background music varies from slow
mellow ballads to danceable track
beats.
For those who prefer fresh air,
The Catfish Cafe has tables outside
on the deck. It's a beautiful place to
sit and sip cocktails with your
friends as the sun setsoverthewater.
There are outdoor heaters to provide warmth for those evenings
when a warm drink might be recommended.
The CatfiSh Cafe offers a wide

Santa Claus has been around for centuries, and his presence will remain indefinitely. He comes around once a year
to spread happiness and cheer to every.
one.
This is a very busy time for Santa
because he has to visit all the shopping
malls and gather his gift lists. He is looking forward to pulling another all-nighter
on December 24th.
Santa is very generous with his gifts,
but there is one catch:
"He knows when you are sleeping.
HelcOows when you'reawake. He knows
if you've been bad or good; so be good
for goodness sake."

A childhood Christmas
By Cathie Allen
Staff Writer

$$$

Prince/Shila E-type beat, but requests
arealwayswelcomed.Andjustacross
the street, you might like to check out
Basil's; I've heard it's the local hangout.
But if what you are really after is
to shake and break something, go to
Black Angus.
Haven't satisfied you? Are you a
little more adventurous? Then discover new meaning by experiencing
the delights of some of Stockton's
fairly new places of enjoyment. Next
to Fry's, you can try McFly's and jam
tothebeatoftheirliverhythm.Around
the comer, Richard's Place might
entice you with its music.
However, there might be one set-

back- all of these places enforce the
21 drinking age.
Soremember,it'suptoyou. These
places are in your local Stockton directory. Call them and ask for informatioa or directions. But no matter
what you do, don't stay home. Stockton has a world of experiences. All
you have to do is look. The lights, the
laughs and the bridges are all there.

Editor's note: This is the last of a
three part series offun things to do in
Stockton. These stories are written by
students in Dr. Roger Mueller's Advanced Expository Writing class.

When I was little, my sister and I
would wait up all night for Santa. We
always fell asleep before he came, but
we would wake up around 6 a.m.,
eager to open our presents. We would
rush to our parents' room to wake
them up and every year it was the
same, "Wait until 7 a.m. Go back to
bed."
Go back to bed?! Were they kidding? No way. We went to check out
thepresentsandimpatientlywaituntil
our parents finally woke up.
Now the scenario is always the
same. Christmas Eve my mom says,
"So shall we start around 9 a.m. tomorrow?"
Someone else will say, "No, let's
make it 10 a.m." Ugh. How can parents expect little children to wait until
10 a.m. to open all those presents?
But we must now face the facts
that Christmas is not the all-encom·
passing, earth-shaking event it was
when we were young. And there are
reasons for this.
Forone thing, in elementary school
all we did for weeks before Christmas
break was cut out paper trees and sing
Christmas carols. Now we have to
worry about exams, presentations,
projects and papers. Not exactly a
way to put you in the Christmas spirit.
And Christmas involves shopping,
which usually involves going to "the

maul..-the last place anyone wants
to be during this season. One must
deal with harassed shoppers, high
prices and long lines that you wait in
for hours just to find that the item you
wished to purchase will not be available until the second week in January. ·
When we were younger the only line
we ever waited in was the line to see

Santa always
brought us
everything we ever
wanted.
Santa, and that was always worth the
wait.
It was especially worth the wait
because Santa always brought us
everything we ever wanted. One year
when I was four, I was dictating my
Christmas list to my older brother. As
we neared the end of the third page he
suggested that I put the toys in order
of what I wanted most of all. "But I
want them all," I said.
"Well, Mom and Dad can't buy
you all of this," he told me.
"Of course not," I explained.
"That's why I am asking Santa for it,.
Now IknowthatSantaisnotgoing
to bring me a BMW, diamond earrings, a computer and a Nordstroms
card with no limit
As we grow up we have to learn to

Don't streSs, academic suppQrt is ·available for students
Editor's note: With finals coming
soon, soTM students may need soTM
help in their studying. OnNov.16 an
article was written on the available
tutorial services available on this
campus; here are soTM additional
servicesoffered. This information was
compiled by Anita Bautista, Sally
Rivera,GloriaCarrasco,Dr.Marilyn
DrahtJim and Dr. DeaM Christian-

spiritual guidance from our Claplain's Offlce, and guidance from faculty advisors.
Tutoring is a vital part of the support services provided by the Univer-

Support is
available through
peer mentors.

son.

Getting help when needed is im- sity, and is available at various locaportant for the success of each stu- tions on campus.
dent. UOP provides academic supThe Mathematics Resource Cenport for students in many ways.
ter is located in the base~ent of the
Support is available through peer Classroom Building in Room 1. The
mentors such as those provided by the center gives placement tests and
StudentAdvising Office, professional teaches developmental courses in precounseling at Cowell Health Center, algebra, elementary algebra, intenne-

: ·Mic#

diate algebra and trigonometry. Dropin tutoring in all introductory level
mathematic courses is offered from 36 p.m. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and 3-5 p.m. Wednesdays. Statistical consulting and help in preparing for quantitative areas of standardized testing is also provided. The
center hires and trains students to be
tutors and also maintains a list of
students who tutor privately for pay.
Individuals from the Stockton community contact the center to locate
mathematics tutors. Dr. Deann Christianson and Ms. Elaine Werner direct
the service offered at the Center.
The Academic Skills Center, located in WPC 241,provides students
with six types ofacademic assistance:
• Classes in English as a second

language, expository writing, and
college reading development and
study efficiency.
• One-on-one tutorials in study
strategies (time management, testtaking, specializedreading techniques,
and reading efficiency and writing).
• Peer tutorials in writing.
• Specialized study skills courses
offered by student advisors.
• Supplemental instruction which
tailors study strategies to help students learn course content, such as
Biology 51.
Students can call946-2458 or stop
in at WPC 241 to make an appointment to see an instructor or writing
tutor and receive specialized help
designed to improve study and reading skills.
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4343 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, Ca.
in the
Unlvers_lty Square
Snopptng Center

: • 9 l)€£./C/OUS fLAVORS
• • .32 TASTY TOPP 1NGS
• • EVERYDAY LOW PRICE.$
BEST YOGURT AROUND
•

!•
• HOT CHOCOLATE, TEA & •
COffEE
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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WOMEN'S FINE APPAREL

10 °/o off on any $25 puchase or more on
clothing and accessories with this coupon
• Full nail service •

•Waxing •
• Accupressure Therapy •

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

richment are available from the
Community Involvement Program
through a Student Services Program
Grant from the U.S. Department of
Education. In order to qualify for these
services, students enrolled at UOP
must come from low income families,
qualify as first-generation college

All tutoring is free of charge and stDdents receive one-on-one tutoring fct
any course in which a student ~
enrolled. Students must have the rec·
ommendationoftheinsttuctorinMiet
to verify the need for tutoring. Tutor·
ingisconductedbystudentswhohavt
taken the course and received a grlllk
of B or better, and must be recort
mendedby the instructor. To apply fa
tutoring or for positions as tutorS.
students can contact Ms. Gloria Cat·
rasco at the Tutorial Center, second
floorBannisterHall,orca11946-2431
or 946-2439. Tutoring is available
between 8:30a.m. and 5 p.m. MOO·
day through Friday and 6-9 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday.

<llllledic Actress_ __..
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Thxedo Rentals
and Sales
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!
~ NOW SERV f NG ~ !
• HOT fUDGE SUNDAES
•
• BANANA SPLITS
!

Tutoring is a vital
port of the support
system
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COME IN AND TRY OUR......

The Community Involvement
Program also offers tutorial Services.
Academic advising, personal and.
fmancial counseling, and mini-workshops fo.r personal and academic en-

< edy Show

students orbe physically handicappt'AI.

Large selection of commcrbund
and ties including metallics in a
wide variety of colors.

-

$5.00 OFF FOR

UOPSTUDENTS
Free tuxedo for groom
(for wedding party of 5 or more)

1774 W. Hammer Ln.
(Park Woods Center)
477-2442

We Serve: Espresso. Cappuccino,
Croissants, Muffins, &
Sandwiches
Now in 2 locations!
5308 Pacific Ave in the Sherwood Mall 4 72-0995
&

2324 Grand Canal Blvd. in front of the Hilton Hotel
478-4780
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lumni team to teach talents

s
Op

By Laurie Lentz
Staff Writer
It seems every little girl dreams of
lweanng a pink tutu, ballet slippers
her hair up on the top of her head.
she grows older she may lose that
in exchange for being noticed
that cute little boy sitting next to
in English class. However, Beth
and Kathy Torian never forgot
childhood dream-- the dream to
Both Torian and King graduated
UOP in 1972. During their time
they studied under John Casfrom New Zealand.
Casserley was the dance professor
UOP, and ran the campus dance
........,..,.r"' through the physical educadepartment because a dance
11-'"'"""'"nt did not exist at the time.
Since their graduation, King and
Torian went their separate ways to
perform, teach and choreograph many
performances throughout California
and the West Coast.
King has choreographed and
18UghtinStocktonforStMary'sHigh
School and San Joaquin Delta College. As a children's creative dance
specialist, King taught at UOP, the
Stockton Dance Center and the South
Stockton Community Theatre. She
was also involved with the New
PerformanceGallery in San Francisco,

1

ShawVAnderson Dance of Berkeley,
Cabrillo College in Santa Cruz, and
performed with dance companies in
Santa Cruz, Seattle and Salt Lake
City.
Torian has also been involved
locally with Labyrinth Dance Company and the Dance Aerobic Company, both of Stockton. She taught,
danced and choreographed with aNew
Zealand dance company and the San
Joaquin Concert Ballet Company.
Torian's choreography has been seen
on a PBS channel in San Francisco
and in Marin at the California Regional Ballet Festival.
Once King andTorian reconnected
at UOP in 1985, they brought together their experience, talent and
desire for dance by opening their own
dance company in Stockton, The
New Dance Company.
The two opened the company this
year to promote dance in San Joaquin
County. "We felt there was a need in
the Stockton area since there was no
otherdanceoutletin the community,"
said Torian.
The company is made up of 23
dancers; however, they are not all
"dancers." The company is made up
ofteachers, social workers, landscape
architects and students, including
Traci-Lin Burgess, cmrently a senior
at UOP. UOP graduates Ana Frenes
and Lucille Guinta-Bates are also

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Pacific Singers and the Conservatory of Music will present a live
Christmas radio broadcast of the Singers' Christmas concerton Friday, Dec.
8 at 8:15p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
The special Christmas performance is part of an effort to raise funds to
send the Pacific Singers on their European Tour next summer. Admission
will be $5; students will be admitted free of charge.
The UOP public is encouraged to attend the concert and act as a studio
audience for the live radio program to be broadcast on KUOP 91.3 FM.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM: Harrison Ford
TI1.JISday, Dec. 7 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.
---- - - -·-

,

/"'\ V

members of the company. "'I11e talenf
is here," King said. Torian added,
"They have lots ofcreativity,andmake
this really exciting."
The company is currently preparing for their first performance scheduled for May 24-27, 1990 at the Lincoin High School Studio Theatre.
King and Torian, the artistic directors,
will include modern dance, theatre
danceandaikido--anon-violentJapanese martial art which the pair studies-- in the spring debut.
King and Torian are also artistsin-residence of the Lincoln Unified

- -. . . . . . U . . . . J

.

School District for the 1989-90school
year. They work closely with Tom
McKenzie, the special projects director, conducting dance and theatre
movement workshops in district
schools. The company's rehearsal
and performance space has been provided by LUSD in return.
"The most important thing," said
Torian, "is we have a lot of fun; we
really do."
,
The public is invited to a preview
of the company's dance pieces in
progress on Dec. 9 at 3 p.m. The free
performance takes place at the 1700

Grizzard has recently published
his 11th best-seller, "Chili Dawgs

By David Hurst

lENVE l 0 PE PlEASE... ~
1

.G .ifCastillo- The Pacifican

Grizzard is subtle humor

•

En:~::.:·

:::e.,

kinds of
"funny." There's the Eddie Murphy
approach to funny: topical, crude and
blatant There's the Jay Leno approach which seems to sneak up on
you. Andthere'sthesubtleapproach.
This is the kind that makes you stop
and think about the words, realize

•.

:Attention UOP students: Now you too can express
•
f th d
d
, your opinion on the best and worst o
e eca e, as
•seen in People and Us magazines. It's simple! All you
: have to do is fill out the ballot below by Dec. 15 and
• drop it off at The Pacifican office, 3rd floor Hand Hall.
: Results ·~11 be published in the Feb. 1 issue of The
: Pacifican.

· --

Dancers take a break from rehearsal at the New Dance Co.
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:Movies
Comedy_____________________________ ·•
•
Drruna __________________________________ •
••
Come~cActor -----------------------------• DrrunaticActor
____________________.__________ •
••
Comedic Actress----- - - - - - -- - - -•
Drrunatic Actress _ __ _...:.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ •
••
Worst Movie of the 80s ------------ - - - - - - - •
: Soundtrack ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ •
•
••
: Television
• ComedyShow ____________________________ •
• DrrunatlcShow ____________________________ ••

~w:;;!~~:;~ :::;~~

novels. Grizzard uses the type of
humor that stretches over the various
audiences, ages and opinions. He's
someone that we all can relate to, in
histalesoflifeintheAmericanSouth.
The everyday thoughts of Grizzardmakeforwonderfulreadingfora
light moment Topics range from
dating: "Any single female who has
to resort to taking out an ad to firid a
boyfriend would take a SWM who's
into yodeling, Hustler magazine,
Ripple and robbing convenience
stores" to life in the 21st century:
"The Wall Street Journal will run a
photo on page one; and USA Today
will have printed an article with more
than 11 sentences-three compound"
Grizzards previous works are
available in paperback in most bookstores. Currently, "Chili Dawgs
Always Bark At Night" is available at
their validity, and then give a slight the University Bookstore for $17.95.
chuckle. Such is the humor of syndi- It would make a great gift for that
hard-to-buy-for adult.
cated columnist Lewis Grizzard.

••
••
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. In the video store

: Come~c Actor - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - :
1
DrrunaticActor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ •
:

Comedic Actress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
DrrunaticActress ________________________ :
•

1

Worst TV Show of the 80s ---------------- • ThemeSong ___________________________ ••
•
:
•

I

:Music
1

CJoup ----------------------------------- •
Solo (Male) __________________ :

•
Solo (Female) ---------------------------Mbum ________________________________ •
•
:
: Song
•

•

•

STAT£ OF THE ARTS

•

:Top News Event of the 1980'~ • •••••••••••••• :
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BATMAN: Starring Jack
Nicholson, Michael Keaton and Kim
Bassinger.
Do I really have to explain this
" one? Bat meets girl. Bat loves girl.
Bat meets clown. Clown terrorizes
girl. Bat and clown have a stand-off.
Much better than expected, this superhero movie has excellent perfonnances by all three leads, great special
dfects and a soundtrack by Prince.
GHOSTBUSTERS II: Starring
Bill Murray, Harold Ramis, Dan
Aykroyd.
·
Worthy follow-up to the 1984
mega-hit brings the slime-fighting
team together to save New York City
from slime and evil. Not as funny as

the original. The actors seemed to
walk through this one.
SCROOGED: Starring Bill
Murray, John Forsythe and Bobcat
Goldthwait
Funny, up-to-date version of Dickens' "A Christmas Carol." Murray
stars as a harried TV executive.
TROOP BEVERLY HILLS:
Starring Shelley Long and Craig T.
Nelson.
Predictable story ofa Beverly Hills
housewife leading her daughter's Girl
Scout troop for an outing of "rough- .
ing it." Long hasn't had a lot of
success with the big screen, and that
fact won't be changed by this movie.

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY: Starring Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan
Friday, Dec. 8 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 9 at 9:30p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 10 at 2, 7 and 9:30p.m.
GREMLINS: Starring Zach Galligan and Phoebe Cates
Tuesday, Dec. 12 at 9 p.m.
GORILLAS IN THE MIST: Starring Sigourney Weaver
Thursday, Dec. 14 at 7 and 9:30 p,m.
Saturday, Dec. 16 at 7 p.m.
SCROOGED: Starring Bill Murray and John Forsythe
Friday, Dec. 15 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 16 at 9:30p.m.

McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
Paintings by Ann Carter and sculptures by Jeff Key will continue to be
on exhibit at the McCaffrey Center Gallery through Dec. 15.
The McCaffrey Center Gallery is located on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center. Gallery hours are Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday, 3-9 p.m. For more information contact Carla Malone
at 946-2814.

-The Paatican

Sculptures by Jeff Key are in the Mccaffery Center Gallery

.----CoNCERTS--.....
Squeeze is scheduled to be in concert at the Warfield in San FrancisCo on
Sunday, Dec. 9. Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $18.50 and $19.50.
. Jethro Tull will bring his sound to the San Francisco Civic Auditorium I~
on Sunday, Dec. 16 at 7:30p.m. Admission to this event will be $18.50.
The New Kids on the Block and special guest DiDo will be at the
OaklandColisewnDec.19and21. Showtimesforbothshowsare7:30p.m.
Tickets are $19.50 reserved.
The Cult )Vill be playing at the Arco Arena in Sac~ento on Dec. Z7 at
8 p.m. Tickets for this show are $18.50. The group will also perform at the
San Francisco Civic on Dec. 29. Tickets for this 8 p.m. show are $18.50.
The B-S2's will appear at the Sun Francisco Civic on Dec. 29 at 8 p.m.
Admission for this concert is $19.50.
Leonard Skynyrd, The Fabulous Thunderbirds and The Georpa
Satemtes will perfonn at the Arco Arena on Dec. 30. Tickets for the 7:30
p.m. show are $18.50.

••••••••••••••••••••

1560 w. Fremont Street
Stockton, CA 95203
(209) 466-2622

RALEIGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON

4227 Pacific Ave

952-6042
New Location

TJgers
Yogurt
9 Flavors

T.V. Jobs Available
Now!!

Venetian Square ~
4555 N. Pershing ~ \.!)
. 951-9820
Largest Selection of Bicycles and
Accessories in Stockton!!

uickFix

We'll repair your bicycle within 24
hours-()r the service is free!
We repair all makes.

• All Shapes And Sizes •
UmitedTime
Call Audra Brice at 467-7963

• Special Orders Excepted

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7 Sat 9-6 Sun 11-5

t~l\}q~ .

$100

Happy Hour E:-1
Monday - Friday

3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m..

AND

'

' " When it rains •• -~
we pour
Eve

me it Rains
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• Professional Services
• Skln-Halr-Nalls
• European Facials

• Hair Removal
• Acne Treatment
• Penegen Products

• Hair Cuts-Coloring-Permanents
• Body Massage and Reflexology
• Permanent Eye or Up Uner

~~

University Square, 4343 Pacific Ave. C 3, (209) 952-8635
10 °/o Discount with this ad thru Dec.
1989

Will Host Stockton's

First

--.--.----~~-----------~...!!!"'---------~

Autograph Party
For

CONSIDER . THE FACTS

Dr. Charles Clerc

(formerly COPY/V\AN)

MASTER COPY

Professor of English, University of the Pacific

OFFERS:

AT NO COST TO PROFESSOR

He'll be signing his new book:

WE'LL COPY CLASS MATERIALS SUCH AS READING ASSIGNMENTS,
LECTURES NOTES. SYLLABUS, ETC.

Stockton: Heart of the Valley

PROFESSOR

-S:impl.y make avei.lable ~o MASTER COPY ~he m.at:eri.al.
to be copied or cal.l. us end we'l.l pi.ck i.t up.
MASTER COPY wi.l.l.
make two masters from the original and keep those al.l t~e. The
original. wi11 be returned and the professor wil.l. aet one free
copy upon request.

This Saturday, December 9, 1989
From 1 to4PM
5648 N. Pershing 477-2009
Refreshments

STUDENT

- Come to MASTER COPY and request the items to be
copied by the class, course number, and the professor's name.
AV.AILA•t.• S.lfVJCI['S

-(cCOPVING
*BINDING
LAMINATING
*TYPING
*RESUME
*THESIS
*FULL COLOR COPIER
-trMUCH MORE

1924 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CA 95204

*

If you are unable to attent the party, you
can reserve an autographed copy. If you
would like a personalized message, we must·
ask that you pay for the book in advance.
Stockton: Heart of the Valley is $29.95

(209) 943-2679
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Is your computer syntax throwing
a loop in your schedule?
Is get!ing_a proper meal an
exercise 1n quantum
mechan1cs?
·

Fear not. Domino's
Pizzawillgiveyour
brain a break as well
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We deliver madeto -order pizza in
30 minutes or less. ~
-:;;, _
Now that's a
\,
__., /
formula you can't
~
afford to miss.
\

(

ted

?

· ow all you have
to worry about are
midterms and finals.

~

. __., ,.,..
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~
·:--ssbo---:r--iaoo~~~l
Call Us! 952·3030
4343 Pacific Ave .

Our drivers carry less than
$20.00. Limited delivery area.

We don't belie~e academic pressure should be complicated by financial
pressure. Thats why BofA has been offering student I
~
than _25 years. ~o find out if you qualify for one, just ~~e ~~more
appomtrn~nt ~tth your school.'s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an apphcanon at the financtal aid office on campus or at
your nearest
Bank of America branch. Or send in a
card fr~m o~e of our posters on campus
and we 11 mad you an application. Go
ahead -it could be the easiest answer to
·
the toughest question you'Ll face all year.
Bank of America

I WACKY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL II WACKY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL I
1

m

~~~~~~~~~i~~;~~~~~~ .::II ~:~~:; ?~~;~-::~~=t.~~}:':,~;a!?~; :I

•
1 Addl

Off

alit

or er~r.~g .

$8.00 Wacky Wednesday Special when ordering

1 Nct ~~~ wi~~~;~~e t good only on Wednesday. II Additional items extra. Offer 9Q9d...Qrl[y Q!lWedne~day
I
-.
roe~ Explres12115
Notvalldwtthanyotherotfer. Explres12115
1
I ~~ Safe, Friendly, Free Delivery II ~~ Safe, Frler'idly, Free Delivery 'I
~ ss2-3o3o. .
II
- 9s2-3o30
1
: . 4343 Pac1flc Ave.
II .., . 4343 Pacific Ave .
1
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Doing the jobfor more Californians:
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DPS-89-815U

Bank of America NT&SA

Member FDIC
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Tiger Tracks Volleyball hosts regionals Tiger
Thursday, Dec. 7
Men's Basketball vs. UC Davis ................... 7:30p.m.

U

I
" O~r I
Friday, Dec. 8
I Women's Basketball at USF ....................... 5:30p.m.
II Volleyball NCAA Regionals Second Round
·I.

Senior Staff Writer

Hawaii (#1) vs. Cal Poly SLO (#18) ............ 5:30p.m.
UOP (#3) vs. Long Beach St. (#4) ............... 7:30p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 9
Men's Basketball at St. Mary's ................... 7:30p.m.
Volleyball NCAA 2nd Round Champs ...... 7:30p.m.
Men and Women's Swimming at UC Davis .11 a.m.
Saturday, Dec. 16
Men's Basketball vs. UNLV ........................ 7:30p.m.

JocK SHoP
lls.•

Rules stick in UOP football
By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

- VENUE
95204

679

We all know that an increasing
amount of injustice has been pJaguing college football. Various schools
have gotten away with everything
from recruiting vioJations to cheating on exams. It is for this reason
that the National Collegiate Athletic Association has begun to crack
its whip. A good example deals with
the football program at the University of Houston which the NCAA
penalized for breaking NCAA standards. The University of Oklahoma
was placed in a similar predicament
by the NCAA, a decision which was
akey factor in coach Barry Switzers'
decision to retire.
It is due to this tightening of the
belt that college football coaches
around the country are cleaning up
their own programs, and it's also
one of the reasons why UOP Coach
Walt Harris fmds ahat discipline is
so important
After just one season as Pacific's head coach, Harris has become known as a man who sticks to
the rule book. His persistence in
adhering to team rules was tried
before the last game of the season
against New Mexico State when
team leaders Greg Koperek, Mark
Crawford, and Ted Diehl were found
in a Stockton bar the night before
the team was to travel.
According to team rules, pJayers are not supposed to be in bars on
the night before a game. If there was
ever a time during the season that
Harris would have liked to overlook
the rules, it would have been that
night.
During their years as Tigers,
each of these p1ayers contributed a
lot of time and effort to the gridiron.
As seniors the three represented the

Hoops

Derrick Kau
The UOP Women's Volleyball
team continued their domination by
defeating San Jose State in the first
round NCAA Northwest Regionals,
and by winning the 11th annual
Wendy's Classic by defeating number one UCLA.
Pacific's seventh Wendy's Classic
title didn 'tcomeeasy. The Tigers were
down two games but finally overpowered the Bruins in a 2 hour and 40
minute struggle. UOP was led by
senior Elaina Oden, whose jersey was
retired before the fmal match, along
with coach and former All-American
Jayne Gibson-McHugh's, and 1980
BroderickAward-winningAll-American Patty Berg-Burnett's. Oden had
21 kills, seven blocks and 24 digs to
become the Classic's MVP. Selected
to the All-Tournament team were
Cathey ScotJan and Melanie Beckenbauer who had 80 assists, 20 digs, 7
kills and no errors.
The Lady Tigers (29-4), are the
winnersofl2oftheirlast 13 matches,
including 7 in a row, and will host the
NCAA Northwest Regional Second
Round Tournament this weekend in
the Spanos Center where they are a
perfect 17-0 this season. Hawaii (#1},
Cal-Poly SLO (#18) and Long Beach
State (#4) will be present. The winner

By Rob Sangster
Senior Staff Writer

The 1989 season is over, but recruiting is still an incredibly importantand time consuming job. Football
recruiting is of course the largest and
most noticeable that takes place on
campus, but other teams are in the
process as well.
Pacific football has new coaches,
as well as new recruiting strategies.
"In the past UOP has gone for the
pJayers with a low risk, the ones that
they knew they could get," said Scott
Criner, UOP's new recruiting coordinator. "This year's goal is to upgrade
the talent level."
Criner believes this will be possible because of the cooperation between the students and the football
team, and that UOP's personal touch
will attract players that are also considering other schools.
School visits have become an
important part of Pacific's recruiting
for all sports. "Campus visits are a
very important part of our program;
we like the girls to get a chance to
know the school," said Field Hockey
Coach Kar1a Konet. "A lot of high
school pJayers will take a second look
at UOP because we did make it to the
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By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer
Gil Castillo- The Pacifican

Elaina Oden, Big West player of the Week, Wendy's MVP.
will be headed to Hawaii to play in the age including .000 for the first two
Final Four.
games. The UOP offensive assault
UOP reached this point after de- was led by Oden with 10 kills and
feating San Jose State 15-11, 15-8and Krissy Fifer with 9. Defensively,Fifer
15-6. The Tigers won both of the had 15 digs while ScotJan added 13.
Friday night the Tigers will take
regular season meetings and have now
won 26 out of the last 27 matches, on Long Beach State after Hawaii
including 14 in a row, over San Jose. meets Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo at
Pacific was a bit sluggish in the 5:30p.m. Cal Poly-SLO defeated the
opening moments of the frrst set, Rainbows earlier in the season in
producing several service errors. Hawaii. The winners will meet SaturHowever, the Spartans were unable to day night at 7:30p.m.
The Big West announced the Allcapitalize on the opportunities and
Conference selections. Oden and
the Tiger net play took over.
Scotian led the Tigers with 4.5 Scotian were chosen as First Team
blocks while Oden and Sharon Kas- representatives and Krissy Fifer was
ser each had 3.5 apiece. The team had selected to the Second Team. Katy
15 blocks for the match and held the Eldridge was named to the All-FreshSpartans to a mere .019 kill percent- man Team.

UOP improves recruitment

Tom Gregory
strong points of the team, and Harris
knew that reprimanding them would
have a serious impact on the team.
But he stuck to his guns and punished the three by suspending them
from their final game as Tigers.
The reaction from players and
fans was mixed. While some believe
that Harris did the right thing, others
found his action extreme and unnecessary. But the fact is that almost
everyone wants to see Harris build a
respectable program and you don't
get much respect when you bend the
rules.
If Harris did let the pJayers slide
it wouldn't have had as critical an
impact that breaking an NCAA standard would UOPwouldn'thavebeen
put on probation by the NCAA and
the public may have never found
out, but by sticking to the rules Harris
made a statement to the public that
he runs an honest program.
When a team crosses the lines of
honesty it not only affects the football team but it hurts the credibility
of the school itself. SMU, for example, is a team that was given the
"death penalty" by the NCAA and is
now notorious for being a school
that cheats at football. How would
you like to graduate from a school
that's well known for deceiving
othersinordertowinfootballgames?

off to a
great
start

NORPAC fmals."
The preparation to get top level
athletes has been in motion since last
February. The athletic departmentsent
out coach evaluation cards to every
high school and junior college in
California, as well as Seattle and
Phoenix. Over 2,500 cards were sent
out.
The coaches are then involved in
narrowing down to about 1000 players by reviewing their statistics
(height, weight, speed, position, etc.).
By May, the list is cut to about 300,
and highlight films of each player are
reviewed.
Coach Criner said, "UOP's style
is different than any other school in
the state, and maybe in the country.
We use a very personal touch, and talk
to prospective players at least once a
week."
Prospective students are called by

their position coach, the recruiting
coach, and by a new group assisting
on campus known as the "Tigerets."
The Tigerets are a group of twelve
girlswhovolunteertospendonenight
a week phoning recruits to answer
questions that they might have about
life on campus.
Pacific tennis is also busy recruiting. According to Gordon Gram,
women's tennis coach, ''Tennis recruiting is made a little easier by national and sectional ranking systems."
With the tennis team losing two of
its top three players, it is indeed an
important year for tennis recruiting.
The following weeks are critical
to UOP and its athletic department. In
the middle of this month, players can
begin to sign letters of intent, and
UOP's 1990-91 rosters will soon be
concrete.

When UOP's Head Basketball
Coach Bob Thomason said that this
year's team would be better than last
year's he wasn't kidding. Thomason's
Tigers are off to a 2-1 start and will be
home tonight against UC Davis.
The Tigers started things rolling
with an 80-66 victory over the University of PortJand Don Lyttle's 24
points and 8 rebounds led UOP to its
first road win since 1987 when UOP
beat Hawaii.
Lyttle, whodoesmostofhiswork
inside, was effective from the outside
as well. Thomason commented that
"Don is a good shooter and he is also
a good passer, so he helps spread the
defense out"
The Tigers then traveled to play
in the Louisiana Classics Tournament
In the frrst round UOP squared off
with George Mason, a team that made
it to the NCAA Tournament last season.
UOP managed to knock off
Mason by a score of 65-58 behind the
scoring of Lyttle (18 points) and Dell
Demps (14 points).
In the fmals UOP met up with the
University of Southwest Louisiana
The match proved to be a close one
but USL came out on the winning end
of the 81-78 score and crushed UOP's
chances of going 3-0 on the season.
Once again Demps was responsible for a great deal of the Tigers'
offense as he put in 22 points.
Tonight's game against Davis
promises to be an exciting match.
According to Thomason the Tigers
have achance to move their record to
3-1. "They have a new coach that has
recruited quicker athletes, but we have
an excellent chance of winning. We
need to start developing our home
court advantage."
The Tigers' biggest game will be
next Saturday when they meet the
Rebels from UNLV. Game time is
7:30 p.m. at the Spanos Center,

ATTENTION UOP STUDENTS!
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GUESS HOW MUCH
YOU'LL SAVE?

UOP golf wins tournament
By Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

Robert Warren highlighted the
UOP golf team's trip to the Pioneer
Electronics - Bruin Desert Classic as
be captured the individual title. The
freshman had final rounds of 69, 70,
and 71 en route to a two shot victory.
The Tigers as a team did not fare as

Humphreyposteda228.TimBuzzini
well, finishing in the middle.
However, Coach Glen Albaugh was two shots behind with 230. Brian
was encouraged by the results. "We Buzzini rounded out at 234.
The Tigers claimed fifth place in
have an independent team; the scores
don 'treflecttheimprovement we have the Robert Homes Collegiate Invitashown," he said. "I think this team tional behind the shooting of Warren
will continue to improve and eventu- and Mullen. Warren notched a 216 including a round of 67, good enough
ally their scores will reflect that."
Jerry Mullen finished with 222 for an eighth place .finish. Mullen
despite an opening round of 79. Russ tallied a 218.

ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH BUFFET
Includes:
Pizza, Spaghetti, Ravioli, Salad
Bar, Soup, Garlic Bread
PLUS TACOS
WITH ALL THE

TRIMMINGS !

Now Also Every
Monday Night From

5:30pm to
8:30pm
1217 W. MARCH LN
~~~~~~
(NEXT TO
Make 'em the way you like!!
MERVYN'S}
477-2624

$399
Mon-Frl
11: 30am-2pm
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SAVE FROM
10°/o TO 40 °/o
ON EVERYTHING
IN STOCK
(FROM 5% TO 20% ON ITEMS
IN THE ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT)
This Is how it works: You do your shopping first
and then come up to the register and
draw a token from the mystery discount bin.
Whatever discount appears on the ticket
applies to your entire purchase."
And you are guaranteed a 1Oo/o discount
(5% on Items from the Electronics 09partment).
It's better odds than the lottery I

Today! (Thursday)
Noon until 7 pm
Free Refreshments
It's our way of saying thanks for a great semester!
•not induding textbooks or Computer Store merchandise

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER
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The Paci

H>R SALE
'82Mustang,6cyl., very clean. Must
sell. Call after 5 p.m. M-P. 956-9209.
Ask for Dan.
Cute couch and love seat. Only $450
for both pieces. Great condition. Alsooak coffee table in great condition for
only $80. Please call Joanie at 9411800, ext. 821.
Attention-Government seized vehicles from $100. Fords, CHevys, Mercedes, Corvettes. Surplus buyers guide.
1-602-838-8885, ext. A7481.
Attention-Government homes from
$1 (U-repair). Deliquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885,
ext. GH7481.

IILI.P WANTED
Photographer to make slides of scientific graphs and pictures for lectures.
Call Clint Davis at 474-0147.
Attention-Hiring! Governmentjobsyour area. Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test $17,840-

December 7

$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885, ext.
R7481.
Attention-Earn money reading
books! $32,000/year income potential.
Details 1-602-838-8885, ext. BK7481.

Ml SC' l:l,l-ANI:C>US
Femaleroommate wanted. Two-bedroom apt., $200/mo. perperson. Located
at comer of Pacific and Stadium. Must
be neat and quiet Call464-4592.

Outfitters fortbe
rugged indoorsman.

Attention cat lovers: Beautiful orange and brown calico kitten (5 mos.).
Can't be taken home and needs a new
owner. If interested, call David at 9469236 ASAP.

glngiss formalwear

Need a term paper typed? Call 8236879.

Ask About Our Student V.I.P Discount

Webberstown Moll
951-7587

Stocking
Stuffers
from
KODA

••

Lonely? Need a date? Meet that
speical someone today! Call
DATETIME (405) 366-6335.

~~;~····

Dear Tamino, I found your flute.
Signed, Sarastro

IS THE LIBRARY YOUR WORSHIP HOME?
OR MAYBE THE MALL?

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCI-1
IS A WORSHIP PLACE
FOUR BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
AT ELDORADO AND FULTON

[MI~]

WE OFFER WELCOME, CARING. HOPE,
FORGIVENESS, AND GOOD NEWS.........

CbtECK IT OUT SUNDAY MORNINGS
SUNDAY SCHOOL/BIBLE STUDY..........9:00
WORSHIP ....... ....................................... lO:OO
REV. ALAN FIELD, PASTOR
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463-7333

FAITH LUTHERAN IS A CONGREGATION OF
THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN
AMERICA
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER

ort to
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160 LINCOLN CENTER • STOCKTON • 952-2505
MON-FAil0-8 • SAT 10-6 • SUN 12-5
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FREE ORNAMENT WITH SPECIAL PURCHASE AND GIFT WARP
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Macintosh· computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on avariety
of Apple· Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up "\Vith much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
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The Macintosh Sale.
Now throughJanuary 31.

University Computer Store
Located in the University Bookstore, lower level of the
McCaffrey Center in Stockton, CA
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